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ABSTRACT
This research is concerned with the automatic generation of syntax-directed
editors for graphical programming languages. A specification technique that is
used to uniformly define graphical languages along with their syntax-directed
editors is developed. The novel aspect of this specification technique, called a
general graph transformation system, is that the graphical languages are described by specifying a family of editing operations. In this manner, a language
is defined as a dynamic object which, by applying different editing operations,
changes from one form to another, each form representing a sentence of the
language. In order to demonstrate this process, the language of Petri nets is
specified by a general graph transformation system.
Unfortunately, general graph transformation systems allow ambiguous language specification. Moreover, the problem of deciding whether or not an
editing operation is applicable to a graphical program is shown to be NPComplete. Consequently, general graph transformation systems are restricted
to obtain a subclass called the deterministic graph transformation systems.
The deterministic graph transformation systems enjoy two major properties:
first, they define only deterministic languages and second, a polynomial time
algorithm is presented that, given a program and an editing operation, decides
if the editing operation is applicable to the program. The language of D-charts
and an appropriate syntax-directed editor is then specified by a deterministic
graph transformation system.
While many of the properties of deterministic graph transformation systems can be efficiently determined, their inherent power comes with some
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liabilities. Specifically, the problem of deciding whether or not an editing operation specified by a deterministic graph transformation system terminates is
shown to be unsolvable.
Finally, the overall object-oriented architecture of a graphical syntax-directed
editing system is presented. Moreover, it is shown how such editing systems
for different languages may be generated automatically and efficiently from
specifications in the forms of deterministic graph transformation systems.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1

Background

Computer programming is a highly intellectual activity that results in abstract structures which are commonly called computer programs. An important research area in computer science has been the development of programming languages and environments to support the programmer's creativity.
Traditionally, programming languages have been designed so that the programs are represented as text. Consequently, programs are written and manipulated with text editors. A text editor, as the name suggests, is a tool which
facilitates the manipulation of textual entities that are organized into a simple
hierarchy consisting of characters, words, lines, etc. Editing functions that are
provided by textual editors operate on this hierarchy and include operations
to insert characters, delete characters, words or lines and search for a given
sequence of characters. An extensive survey of text editing systems may be
found in [Meyrowitz 1982).
Programs, however, are not purely text - they are only represented textually. A program is a collection of syntactically and computationally meaningful
objects such as identifiers, procedures, loops and data types. Consequently,
editing functions such as "insert an assignment statement," "delete the current
procedure" or "find the definition of the current identifier' are more natural

to programmers than the editing operations provided at the textual level.
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Therefore, it is only natural to build editing tools that view programs as a
hierarchical collection of programming language constructs and allow the programmers to create and manipulate their programs in terms of these language
constructs. Such editors, commonly called syntax-directed or structured editors, have knowledge of the underlying programming language constructs.
Syntax-directed editors, in addition to facilitating editing operations that
are meaningful in terms of programming language constructs, can also aid
programmers in constructing and manipulating their programs. For each programming construct, syntax-directed editors provide the programmers with a
template. Templates depict the structure of the programming construct being

represented and contain place holders at positions where user-insertions are
allowed. For example, the following is the template for the while statement of
PASCAL.
WHILE {condition} DO
{ statement}

In the above template, {condition} and { statement} are place holders that
can be replaced by PASCAL condition and statement constructs, respectively.
The user is always notified as to his /her next possible action through a menu
displaying the allowable operations at the cursor position. For example, if the
editing cursor is placed on WHILE, then deleting the entire while statement is
an acceptable editing operation, whereas if the cursor is on {condition}, then
deletion is not allowed. Deleting the {condition} will result in an incorrect
program construct and therefore is not pe~~tted. Expanding { statement} is
a possibility, however. If the programmer chooses this option, then the list of
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next possible choices will include expanding to a COMPOUND statement, IF
statement, WHILE statement, ASSIGNMENT statement, etc. Assuming that
the COMPOUND statement is selected, the following program fragment will
be obtained:
WHILE{ condition } DO
BEGIN
{ statement}

END
The above example illustrates, in general terms, how syntax-directed editors differ from ordinary text editors. A survey of specific syntax-directed
editors will be provided in Chapter 2.
Syntax-directed editors are based on the underlying notion of representing the programs internally as syntax-trees and implementing all the editing
functions as transformations on them. A syntax-directed editor maintains a
language specific data base that describes the syntax and the static semantics
( e.g., an identifier must be defined before it is used, etc.) of the underlying

language. The syntactic correctness of the program that is being edited is
ensured by allowing only the modifications that do not violate the language
rules described in the language data base. Any framework for the automatic
generation of syntax-directed editors, therefore, must consist of the following
components:
• Specification Mechanism
A mechanism to describe the syntax and the semantics of the underlying
language. All of the existing systems use the formalism of context-free
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grammars to describe the syntax. The semantics, however, are described
using different formalisms in different systems. The important syntaxdirected editors and their generator systems are described in the next
chapter.
• Kernel
Data structures and methods that are common to all languages, e.g., the
data type syntax-tree and operations that traverse or manipulate it.
• Generator System
A collection of algorithms that accepts a language description described
by the specification mechanism, produces a language specific data base
and merges this data base with the kernel to produce a syntax-directed
editor for the target language.
The most important advantages of syntax-directed editors are:
• Typing effort is reduced and therefore the possibility of introducing typing errors is minimized.
• Programs that are generated are syntactically correct, thereby eliminating the need to detect and correct syntax-errors.
• Editing operations are provided in terms that are germane to the underlying language ( e.g., "delete an if-then-else statement" or "find the next
procedure calf', etc.).

Current syntax-directed editors, although a significant improvement over
text editors, still suffer a number of shortcomings that disqualify them from
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being the ultimate program manipulation tools. One problem is the level of
syntax checking. Since the program must remain correct after each editing
operation, a large number of modifications that are otherwise very simple
become awkward and frustrating. A typical example of this problem is the
well known if-to-while transformation problem. Suppose the following program
fragment is written to calculate the factorial of any input number.
read(n);
a:=l;
fact:=1;
IF a Sn THEN
BEGIN
a:=a+l;
fact: =fact* a
END
Clearly, the above program does not correctly calculate (n!). The problem
is that instead of a WHILE loop, an IF statement is used. The program can be
fixed by changing the keywords "IF" and "THEN" to "WHILE" and "DO",
respectively, to obtain the following program.
read(n);
a:=l;
fact:=l;
WHILE a Sn DO
BEGIN
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a:=a+l;
fact:=fact*a
END
This is a very straightforward change, if we use a traditional text editor.
Using a syntax-directed editor, however, this modification is not easy at all.
We cannot just delete the keyword "IF" and insert a "WHILE." The deletion of
the keyword "IF" results in an incorrect program and is, therefore, prohibited
by the syntax-directed editor. The programmer must change the program as
follows:
1. Copy the logical expression a :::; n.

2. Copy the compound statement that constitutes the then clause of the IF
statement.
3. Delete the entire IF statement.
4. Insert a new WHILE statement.
5. Insert the logical expression into the place holder for the loop condition.
6. Insert the compound statement into the place holder for the loop body.
One reason for problems such as the above is that programming languages
are traditionally designed without considering their syntax-directed editing.
That is, languages are designed for the conventional "edit-compile-execute"
paradigm and therefore are not suitable for syntax-directed editing.
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Another very important conceptual problem that is present in the current
syntax-directed editors is their hybrid nature. On one hand, based on the idea
that the programs are not just text, they provide structured editing functions.
On the other hand, programs are displayed to the programmers in textual
forms. That is, in spite of textual representation of programs, the programmers are required to communicate with the editor in terms that reflect the
underlying structure of their programs.
A natural and reasonable improvement in the area of syntax-directed editing, therefore, will be to construct editors that present programs in forms that
closely capture their structures. A suitable representation should have graphical form, since programmers think and reason about their programs using
different graphical notations ( e.g., Flow charts [Nassi 1973], Structured charts
[Yourdon 1979], D-charts [Hwang 1982], etc.).

1.2

Goals of the Dissertation

After the formal specification of the programming language ALGOL-60
[Naur 1963] in BNF, a special form of context-free grammars, programming
languages have been predominantly specified with context-free grammars. A
context-free grammar describes its language by specifying how the programs
in the language are created. Similarly, a grammar-based parser, when given
a program, decides whether or not the program can be derived by its underlying grammar. Consequently, the formal language specification by contextfree grammars has facilitated the development of grammar-based parsers and
parser generators. Since 1970 almost all language parsers are based on some
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underlying grammar defining the language that they recognize.
Starting in late 1970, with the advent of powerful personal computers possessing highly sophisticated graphical capabilities, program development research has focused on syntax-directed language editors that are based on the
grammar of their underlying language. However, as discussed earlier, program
editing using current syntax-directed editors is awkward and not easy to use.
The main reason for the difficulties in syntax-directed editing lies in how
languages are specified. Current language specification techniques do an excellent job in describing program creation. Unfortunately they provide no support
for program modification. The development of such specification techniques is
a. major goal of this dissertation.
In particular, we are interested in the specification of programming languages in which programs are represented as directed labeled graphs. The
nodes of program graphs have different shapes representing different programming constructs and the edges represent different syntactic and semantic relationships between the nodes. We will develop a unified framework for describing graphical programming languages by specifying a family of editing
operations. An equally important goal of this dissertation is the design of
a generator system that produces object-oriented syntax-directed editors for
graphical languages from specifications. We believe that the generator system
coupled with the specification framework will serve as an appropriate tool to
pave the way for rapid progress in the design and implementation of graphical
programming languages.
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1.3

Organization of the Dissertation

This dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 summarizes the previous research and the results that are most relevant to this work. A formal
framework for the specification of general graphical programming languages
and their manipulation is developed in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 develops the concept of a deterministic graphical language and presents a specification framework in which only the deterministic languages may be specified. The design
of the generator system is discussed in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 includes a proof
that the descriptive power of our systems comes with a liability, the undecidability of the halting problem for the application of an editing operation.
Finally in Chapter 7, the conclusions and possible extensions of this research
are discussed.

CHAPTER 2
SURVEY OF RELATED WORK

This chapter is intended to highlight the research and the results that are
important to this work. Since this research aims at the development of syntaxdirected editors for graphical languages, the literature survey will consist of an
examination of both of the areas of syntax-directed editing and graphical programming languages. Since we are targeting programming languages in which
programs are represented as graphs, we will also examine the most influential
graph generating grammars. Syntax-directed editors and their automatic generation are surveyed in Sections 2.1 and 2.2, respectively. Sections 2.3 and 2.4
contain a survey of the existing graphical programming languages and graph
generating grammars, respectively.

2.1

Syntax-directed Editors

In this section we survey the most important syntax-directed editors that
are presented in the literature. It is important to realize that many of the editors discussed here are the central tools of larger integrated environments that
also provide other programming facilities such as execution and debugging.

2.1.1

The EMILY System

Hansen's EMILY [Hansen 1971] was one of the first successful syntaxdirected editors. EMILY is a menu-driven editor, where selections from the
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menu are made with a light pen. The editing screen is divided up into three
areas: text, menu and message. The user creates and modifies programs by
selecting units of text (or templates) that correspond to the grammar productions defining constructs in the target programming language.
EMILY is a pure syntax-directed editor, making the editing process awkward. Statements are derived by menu picks down to the lowest level ( e.g.,
operators and identifiers), forcing the user to traverse long derivations to create
simple assignment statements or identifiers. Internally, the program is stored
as hierarchical text. Since this program representation is not suitable for code
generation, in order to execute a program, the internal structure produced by
EMILY is transformed to text, which in turn is compiled by a conventional
compiler to produce the executable code.
An important concept introduced by EMILY is that of holophrasting. The
string generated by any nonterminal is represented by a single identifier that
is called a holophrast. This feature allows the user to view the structure of
the text without viewing the details. Alternatively, the user can descend into
the structure and view the details in full. Despite its shortcomings, EMILY
achieved its objectives by proving the feasibility of syntax-directed editing,
and more importantly exposed the problems that needed to be resolved to
make syntax-directed editors useful and easy-to-use tools.

2.1.2

The MENTOR System

MENTOR [Donzeau 1980] is an early structured editing system in which
programs are internally represented as abstract syntax-trees.

Programs in
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MENTOR are entered as text which, after being parsed by a parser, are stored
as abstract syntax-trees. The core of the system is a tree manipulation language that is called MENTOL. Programs are edited by invoking MENTOL
primitives that restructure their tree representations. MENTOL provides a variety of tree manipulation primitives that perform a host of operations ranging
from cursor movement to searching, different tree transformations and contextsensitive checkings.
Pattern matching and instantiation are among the most important features
found in MENTOL. A pattern is any abstract syntax tree containing special
nonterminal nodes called metavariables. The following is an example of a
PASCAL pattern that contains two metavariables $ST1 and $ST2.
if Z

> Y then $ST1 else $ST2

A pattern such as the above may be used for two purposes: 1) searching for
particular subtrees that have a certain structure and 2) constructing a new
subtree from existing less complex components denoted by the metavariables.
The above pattern, for example, can be used to locate a subtree representing
an if statement that tests Z > Y (the if statement must have an else clause).
Once this subtree is located, the metavariables $ST1 and $ST2 will be assigned the structures corresponding to "then" and "else" clauses, respectively.
These metavariables can later be used to instantiate patterns resulting in new
subtrees. For example,

$ST1: while X > 0 do X
$ST2: Y = X + 1

=X

- 1

is a PASCAL pattern with the metavariables $ST1 and $ST2. By the instantiation of the above pattern, a new PASCAL fragment
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if z > y
then while X > 0 do X
else Y = X + 1

=X +1

will be constructed.
MENTOL supports the editor extendability by providing facilities for the
compositions of the tree manipulation primitives to form new MENTOL procedures.

2.1.3

The Cornell Program Synthesizer

The Cornell Program Synthesizer [Teitelbaum 1981] is a syntax-directed
editor that was originally implemented for a small subset of PL/1. The Synthesizer is a hybrid editor in that the high-level constructs (such as statements,
declarations, etc.) are edited structurally whereas the lower level constructs
(such as expressions, identifiers, integers, etc.) are edited textually. High-level
program constructs are expanded by replacing them with predefined templates.
A template for a construct consists of the key words and place holders for the
optional parts that must further be specified by the user. A place holder for
a high-level construct may be replaced only by the templates that are associated with that construct. Place holders for low-level constructs can only be
replaced by phrases. A phrase is the textual form of a low-level construct.
Programs created by the Synthesizer are represented internally as parse
trees. This internal representation facilitates context-sensitive checks such as
the detection of uninitialized or multiply defined variables and strong type
checking during editing sessions. The execution of programs is also possible.
The user can run a program and watch the cursor step through the lines of code
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that are being executed. Execution of incomplete programs is suspended when
control reaches an incomplete construct. The user can modify the program and
resume the execution.
The Synthesizer concept has been extended to develop a generator system for Synthesizer-like editors from the grammatical descriptions of programming languages. Similar work at Carnegie-Mellon University on the Gandalf
Project [Notkin 1984] and at the Technical University of Darmstadt on PSG
[Bahke 1985] have also resulted in automatic syntax-directed editor generators.
These editor generators are discussed in more detail in the next section.

2.2

Automatically Generating Syntax-Directed
Editors

An acceptable validation technique for any formal framework defining a
class of tools is the implementation of a system to automatically generate
any tool that is within the class, from the appropriate specifications. This
is especially true in the field of language-based tools such as compilers and
syntax-directed editors. In a language-based environment, tools within a class
differ only in the specification of the language issues. The formal framework
to express language-specific issues is usually a context-free grammar.
As an example, currently there exist many automatic compiler generators
( e.g. , YACC [Johnson 1978]). These compiler generators provide the compiler

writer with the appropriate specification mechanism that is used to precisely
define the language being implemented. They accept any correct language
specification and automatically produce an entire (or a large portion of the)
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compiler for the language.
Similarly, the technology in syntax-directed editors has been developed
to a point where automatic generation of syntax-directed editors for textual
languages is possible. In general a syntax-directed editor generator system
consists of:
• a specification mechanism to define language specific properties such as
the syntax and the semantics;
• an editing kernel describing data structures and routines that form the
common core of the syntax-directed editor; and
• a collection of algorithms that accepts a language description specified
by the specification mechanism, produces the language specific data base
and merges this data base with the kernel to produce the syntax-directed
editor for the target language.
In the remainder of this section we study several important syntax-directed
editor generator systems.

2.2.1

Synthesizer Generator

The specification mechanism of the Synthesizer generator [Reps 1984] uses
the classical BNF (Backus-Naur Form) notation for syntax definition. The
grammatical description has a hierarchical structure, where iteration is handled by recursion.
The definition of semantics in the Synthesizer generator's specification
mechanism is based on the formalism of attribute grammars [Knuth 1971].
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An attribute grammar is a context-free grammar extended by attaching attributes to the symbols of the grammar. Associated with each production of
the grammar are semantic functions that specify how attributes receive values in terms of the values of other attributes in the production. Thus the
arguments to each semantic function are local to one production.
Attributes are divided into two classes: synthesized attributes and inherited attributes. Synthesized attributes pass semantic information up the

syntax-tree and are associated with the parent of the subtree corresponding
to the production. Inherited attributes pass information down or across the
syntax-tree, and correspond to the attributes given to the children of the
production. Thus, each semantic function defines a value for a synthesized
attribute belonging to the left-hand side nonterminal or an inherited attribute
of a right-hand side symbol, in terms of zero or more inherited attributes of
the left-hand side nonterminal and synthesized attributes of the right-hand
side symbols.
An attributed syntax-tree represents the semantic information by associating a set of attributes with each node in the syntax-tree. The attributed tree
is consistent with the semantics defined for a language if all attributes have
values defined by the attribute grammar. The syntax-directed editor must
therefore ensure that the attributed syntax-tree is consistent at every stage
of the editing process.

Each editing operation restructures the attributed

syntax-tree. As a result, attribute values in a portion of the subtree will be
inconsistent. The affected attributes must therefore be reevaluated to ensure
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consistency. Reps [1983] presents incremental algorithms that are automatically invoked whenever a change is made to the internal syntax-tree. These
algorithms identify the affected part of the syntax-tree and reevaluate the correct values for the affected attributes. The principal drawback of attribute
grammars is that they yield relatively inefficient implementations. The incremental attribute algorithms presented by Reps are asymptotically optimal in
time (in the sense that the number of attributes reevaluated is proportional
to the number of attributes that actually need new values) and retain only a
linear number of attribute values at any stage of the evaluation.

In conclusion, !he Synthesizer generator's specification mechanism allows
the editor designer to specify language semantics as attributes of the symbols of
a grammar. The system itself guarantees maintenance of the internal program
representation in a consistent state according to the semantic specifications.

2.2.2

ALOE Generator

Since the late 70's, the Gandalf Project [Notkin 1984] at Carnegie Mellon
University under the direction of Nico Habermann has aimed at producing an
integrated software development environment that provides tools to support
not only the programming process ( e.g., editors, linkers, execution monitors,
debuggers, etc.), but also system composition ( e.g., interface and version control), personnel management, documentation, etc. Medina Mora's ALOE (A
Language-Oriented Editor) generator system, an integrated component of the
Gandalf Project, provides facilities for the automatic generation of syntaxdirected editors from specifications.
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The specification mechanism of the ALOE generator provides for a grammatical description of the language that results in a flat structure instead of
a hierarchical one. Syntax is defined in two levels. In one level, programming
constructs are associated with the nonterminal symbols and are described by
context-free productions. This one-to-one correspondence between the nonterminals and the language constructs eliminates the need for nonterminals such
as <statement-list> and productions such as

<statement-list>

~

statement; <statement-list>.

The nonterminals are divided into two types:
• fixed-arity nonterminals, which are described by listing the (ordered) set
of their offsprings in the right-hand side of the productions; and
• variable-arity nonterminals, which describe iteration by designating the
nonterminal as having a variable number ( e.g., 0 or more) of the offspring
described in its right-hand side.
The other level of language description facilitates selection by describing classes
of the language. Classes represent the set of legal symbols that can be applied
in place of a nonterminal (or offspring). For example, the class statement
may contain symbols such as If-Then statement, If-Then-Else statement,
While statement, etc.

The approach taken by the ALOE generator for the specification of semantics emphasizes generality and flexibility. The editor implementor is provided
with the facility of optionally associating a single semantic routine (known as
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an action routine) with each production defined for nonterminals. The action
routine (if specified) is called automatically when any editing operation uses
or affects the subtree associated with the production (hereafter called the production subtree.) The operations on which the associated action routine are

automatically invoked are:
• cursor movement into or out of the production subtree;
• creation of the production subtree;
• deletion of the production subtree; and
• other tree transformations such as mapping the production subtree into
another one ( e.g., If to While transformation).
Therefore, the ALOE generator specification mechanism allows the implementor to name a single action routine for every production, and the system
automatically invokes the named routine whenever the subtree corresponding
to the production is affected by any operation. It is the responsibility of the
implementor to
• design the code of the action routine, e.g., design the code to perform
semantic analysis; and
• maintain the internal system tree in a semantically consistent state at
every stage of the editing process.
The ALOE system itself provides the following to support the action routines:
1. maintaining at all times a syntactically consistent syntax-tree;
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2. providing the implementor with a consistent interface to the kernel or
the core of the editing system in terms of routines that operate on and
provide information about the internal data structures; and
3. automatically invoking the appropriate action routine.

2.2.3

Programming System Generator

The PSG (Programming System Generator) [Bahke 1985] developed at
the Technical University of Darmstadt generates language-dependent interactive programming environments from formal language definitions. One of the
major tools that has been generated by PSG is a hybrid editor that allows
syntax-directed editing as well as text editing.
The basic units for editing in PSG are called fragments. A fragment is an
arbitrary part of a program ( e.g., a statement, procedure declaration, etc.).
Fragments are internally stored as abstract syntax-trees. Fragments may have
missing subcomponents that are called templates.
The editor accepts input in two different modes, textual and structural.

In the textual mode, the editor acts like a screen-oriented text editor with
the normal editing functions such as modify, delete, search, etc. In the structural mode the usual structure-oriented commands such as insertion, deletion,
modification of substructures and refinement of a structure, etc., are provided.
A PSG language definition consists of the definition of the syntax, the
context conditions, and the denotational semantics of the language. The editor is generated from the syntax definition and the context conditions of the
language. The syntax definition consists of:
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• Definition of the lexical structure;
• Definition of the abstract syntax;
• Definition of the concrete syntax;
• Format definition; and
• Definition of headers and menu text. This is used to generate the textual
representation of templates and menu.
The idea behind context condition is to compute a context relation for
each node of an incomplete fragment. A context relation is the collection of
possible attribute assignments to the nodes of a fragment. If context relation
has exactly one tuple, the context information is unambiguous. If a relation
is empty,

~

semantic error will be detected.

The PSG has been used to generate environments for ALGOL60, PASCAL,
and MODULA-2.
I

2.3

Graphical Programming Languages

Today, there are many diagramming techniques that shed light on different
aspects of software systems and programs. These include functional decomposition, control flow, data flow and data item associations. Diagrams, in
general, help the designers of a software system to analyze the system clearly
and enforce a good structural design. Moreover, as instruments for documentation, they facilitate communication among the designers, thereby making
debugging and maintenance easier.
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We view any diagramming technique that is used at some stage of software
development as a graphical programming language. The purpose of this section
is to survey some of the important graphical programming languages that are
studied in the literature. Our main concern is the syntactical structure of
graphical programming languages.
The underlying structure of graphical programming languages can be divided into three different categories:
• Tree structured ( e.g., Functional decomposition [Martin 1985], Structure
Chart [Yourdon 1979])
• Structured graph ( e.g., D-chart [Hwang 1982, Workman 1983], NassiShneiderman Diagram [N assi 1973])
• Unstructured graph ( e.g., Petri net [Peterson 1981], Data flow diagram
[DeMarco 1979]).

2.3.1

Tree Structured Graphical Languages

The Tree structured graphical programming languages are used to show
how a system is hierarchically decomposed into lower level activities or components. At the root is the main process whose hierarchical structure is being
shown. The children of each node represent the activities or components into
which it is decomposed. In Tree Structured Diagrams each node can be decomposed into one or more nodes.
Different Tree Structured Diagrams differ only in the way the underlying
tree is drawn. For example, Decomposition Diagrams [Martin 1985], Structure
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Charts [Yourdon 1979], Michael Jackson diagrams [Jackson 1983] and Hipo
[Martin 1985] (visual table of contents) diagrams show the tree with the root
at the top as follows:

F

E

G

H

Warnier-Orr diagrams [Warnier 1981] represent the tree horizontally where
the children of each node are listed vertically inside a brace that appears immediately to its right.
A

[l
A

Action Diagram

Warnier-Orr Diagram

The tree structure in Action Diagrams [Martin 1985] is similar to WarnierOrr diagrams, except that the root of each subtree appears at the top edge of
the bracket enclosing the children.
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Structured Graphical Languages

2.3.2

Diagrams that are based on structured graphs should obey specific syntactic rules. The best example of such diagrams are control flow diagrams,
e.g., D-chart [Hwang 1982], Nassi-Schniederman [Nassi 1973], and Action Di-

agrams [Martin 1985], etc.
Control flow diagrams represent the order by which the components of
a program are executed.

These diagrams, in general, show a view of the

program in which the underlying components are interconnected by different
control fl.ow constructs such as sequence, condition, case and repetition. These
constructs are represented in N assi-Schniederman diagrams as follows:
• Sequence

•
•
•

• Condition

T

F

Pl

P2
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• Case
DO CASE

cond1 cond2
p1

Pn

P2

Pd

• Repetition
DO WHILE condition

process

process

DO UNTIL condition

Action diagrams show the above control flow constructs as follows:

• Sequence
action 1
action2

action n
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• Condition
IF condition

IF condition
action 1

action 1

ELSE
action2

action2

• Case
IF key="A"
action 1
IF key="B"
action2
IF key="C"
action3

• Repetition
DO WHILE n>O

DO

FOR ALL ...

FOR EACH ...
WHERE cond

UNTIL cond

D-chart shows the above control flow constructs as follows:

• Sequence

-

statement-m
statement-n

• Condition
statement-m

statement-m

statement-n

statement-n

Condition

True

• Case

statement-m

statement-n
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• Repetition
statement-m

statement-m
REPEAT UNTIL

x condition
statement-n

2.3.3

statement-Group

statement-n

statement-Group

Unstructured Graphical Languages

Diagrams that are based on unstructured graphs obey very trivial syntactic rules . Petri nets and data flow diagrams are examples of such diagrams.
Petri nets are mainly used to represent the dynamic behavior of concurrent
processes. A Petri net is a directed graph with two types of nodes: places and
transitions. The syntactic rules governing Petri nets are no two nodes of the
same type may be directly connected and there must exist at least one place.
A place that is connected to a transition with an edge directed towards the
transition (place) is called the input (output) of the transition.
Places represent conditions and may be marked by one or more tokens.
A token carries with it a list of values. The condition being represented by
a place holds if and only if that place is marked by one or more tokens. A
transition is enabled (to fire) if each of its input places contains at least one
token. Once a transition is enabled, it may be fired resulting in its input places
each losing one token while its output places each gain one token. The values
of the attributes associated with the token are determined by the firing rule
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of the transition.
Graphically, places are represented by circles and transitions are represented by squares, rectangles or bars. Tokens are represented by dots. The
following is an example of Petri nets:

Another example of an unstructured graph is the data flow diagrams. Data
flow diagrams show the flow of data between a pair of system components. A
data flow diagram is a directed graph with two types of nodes, the file nodes
and the process or module nodes. The syntactic rules that a data flow diagram
should obey are that no two nodes of the type file can be directly connected
and each edge should have a label. The following is an example of a data flow
diagram.
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inventory file

customer order file
order

invoice

delivery order

invoice file

2.4

sales statistic

delivery file

Graph Generating Grammars

Textual programming languages are defined using different variations of
context-free grammars that in turn facilitate the automatic generation of compilers and syntax-directed editors. Graphical languages, however, do not have
textual forms. The study of graphical languages in the previous section showed
that they have forms that can best be represented as graphs. Graphical programming languages must therefore be defined using grammars that generate
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graphs. This section surveys the important graph generating grammars that
are studied in the literature.
These graph generating grammars define different classes of graphs without
having facilities for the specification of editing operations.

Plex Grammars

2.4.1

The symbols appearing in a textual language may be viewed as entities
having exactly two attaching points, left and right. A sentence in the language
is then a sequence of symbols a 1 a 2
right attaching point of

ai

.••

an where for each i, 1 ~ i

< n, the

is connected to the left attaching point of

ai+l ·

A

generalization of this idea to symbols having n attaching points (N Attaching
Point Entities, called NAP Es) results in structures known as plex structures. A
plex structure is obtained by interconnecting NAP Es at their attaching points.
Any collection of plex structures is called a plex language [Feder 1971].
A plex grammar [Feder 1971] essentially describes the NAPEs of the language as well as all possible interconnections among them. Plex grammars are
formally defined below.

Definition 2.1 A context-free plex grammar is a 5-tuple (T, N, P, S, n) where:
Tis a set of terminal NAPEs.

N is a set of nonterminal NAP Es.
SE N is the starting NAPE.
n > 0 is the maximum number of attaching points permitted. The

attaching points of each NAPE are identified by integers in the
range ltom, where m

~

n.
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P is a set of plex productions. A plex production is of the form

A~ woT, where A EN, w =

a 1a 2 ... ak,

k

~

0,

ai

EN UT, 1

~

i ~ k, 8 = (q1,q2, ... ,qi), qi= %% ... qik, 1 ~ i ~ l, 0 ~ qii ~ n
andr

= (P1,P2, .. ,,pm),Pi =Pi1Pi2 .. ·Pik,1

~ i ~ m,O ~Pij ~ n.

The joint list, 8, of a production specifies how the NAPEs in w are interconnected. That is qi= %% ... qik, in 8 states that the attaching points% of
a 1 , % of a 2 ,

.••

and% of ak are interconnected. If qii

= 0 for some 1 ~

j

~

k,

then aj does not participate in the ith joint.
The tie point list, r, of a production specifies how w is connected to the
outside world. An entry Pi 1Pi 2···Pik in position i of r would mean that the
attaching point Pi 1 of a 1, Pi 2 of a2, .. . and Pik of

ak

are to be connected to the

joint to which the ith attaching point of A was connected.
Example 2.1 The following is an example of a context-free plex grammar.
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nonterminals

·=

terminals

prog

end

·=

--~►
•start

_ _4
►~

{e

e

{~

Ico1:te I }

end(ll) ()

}

►

compute end(21) (10)

2.4.2

Web Grammars

Web grammars [Pfaltz 1969] define languages whose sentences are directed
graphs with labeled nodes.

Definition 2.2 A context-free web grammar 1s a 4-tuple G
where
N is a set of nonterminals,

T is a set of terminals,
S E N is the start symbol and

(N,T,P,S)
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P is a set of web productions. A web production is of the form
X ::= a,EwhereX E N,a =< V,A >, V

c

NUT,A

c

VxV

is a web and E is a set of logical expressions describing the
embedding of a in any host web that contains X.
Example 2.2 The following is an example of a context-free web grammar.

s

- a

2. X

- a

1'

~

► X

E= { )

► X

E={Cp,a)ICp,x) is a branch in the host web)U
{Cx,p)ICx,p) is a branch in the host web)

- a

3. X

E={Cp,a)l(p,x) is a branch in the host web)U
{Ca,p)ICx,p) is a branch in the host web)

example:

S

,~

===+a
3

=== ♦

a

►

►a

X

2
=== ♦

------►~

a

►a

-----►•

x

a

Similar to the derivations in context-free grammars that are represented by
derivation trees, the derivations of context-free web grammars are represented
with derivation diagrams. Derivation diagrams are similar to derivation trees
except that in addition to parent-child relationships, the nodes are also related
by edges of the web.
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2.4.3

Pair Grammars

Pratt [1971] introduced pair grammars in order to describe translation of
context-free (string or graph) languages. To precisely define pair grammars
first we need to define the following notations.

Extended Directed Graph: is a finite directed graph with directed labeled
edges and initial node singled out.

Definition 2.3 An extended directed graph G over set of nodes (N) and set
of atoms (A) is a triple, G=(M,E,S), where:

M C N is a finite set of nodes,
S E M is the initial node of G, and
E is a finite set of edges of the form (n,a,m) where n,m E M and
aEA. (n,a,m) E E means there is an edge labeled "a" from node
"n" to node "m".

H-graph: is a finite set of directed graphs over a common set of nodes,
organized into a hierarchy.

Definition 2.4 An H-graph [Pratt 1978], H, over set of nodes (N) and set of
atoms (A) is a pair, H=(M,V), where:
M C N is a finite set of nodes, and
V is a function mapping M into A U { X I Xis an extended directed
graph over M and A } .

Definition 2.5 An H-graph grammar [Pratt 1978], F, is a four tuple F=(B,A,S,R),
where:
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B is a finite set of nonterminal symbols,

A is a finite set of terminal symbols,
S E B is the start symbol, and

R is a finite set of productions.

Each production 1s a 5-tuple

(C,K,G,I,O), where:
C E B is the left-hand side nonterminal,
K=(M,V) is an H-graph with atoms in B U A, and
edge labels in A,
G is an extended directed graph over Mand A, and
I and 0, the input and output connections, are nodes
in the node set of G.
Example 2.3 The following is an example of an H-graph grammar.

I

(stmt-lis9

(

stmt

··- (

) ··-

( if-stmt)

··-

stmt

)

O

cf

~stmt-lis9

1,0

( if-stmt)

condition

0

cft

stmt

0

stmt

cff

The productions in pair grammars consist of two parts. The first part is a
context-free production that describes a construct in textual form - the second
part is a graph production describing the same construct in graphical form.
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Definition 2.6 A pair grammar [Pratt 1971] is a 4-tuple G

=

(N, T, S, P)

where
N is a set of nonterminals, in a finite alphabet,

T is a set of terminals, in a finite alphabet,
S E N is the start symbol and
P is a set of productions, each production is of the form (R, R')
where R is a BNF production and R' is an H-graph grammar
production. Rand R' have the same nonterminal in their lefthand side, and the same nonterminals with a 1 - 1 correspondence in the right-hand side.
Example 2.4 The following is an example of a Pair grammar.

BNF Grammar Production

<stmt-list> : : = <stmt> <stmt-list>
<stmt)

-

<if-stmt)

< if-stmt>:: = condition <stm1) <stmt>
H-graph Grammar production

I
(stmt-list):: = (

(

cf
stmt )

___ o

l(stmt-list)

1,0
stmt } : = ( if-stmt)
1 _ _ _ __

( if-stmt}: =

condition

0
__
st_m_t_
cff

~

T
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2.4.4

Attributed Graphical Grammars {AGG)

The Attributed Graphical Grammar [Workman 1985] formalism is an attempt to formally define visual programming languages. An attributed graphical grammar is essentially an attributed context free grammar where each
node is associated with a display routine. The attribute values are parameters
to these display routines and are evaluated by attribute evaluating functions.
There is no edge specification mechanism in the grammar except that the display routines for the nodes display edges as part of the nodes. The following
is the formal definition of Attributed Graphical Grammars (AGG).

Definition 2. 7 An AGG is a 6-tuple, G=(V,T,P,S,Ad,As), where:
V is a set of syntax variables,
Tis a set of terminal symbols,
S E V denotes the start symbol,
Ad denotes a set of display attributes,
As denotes a set of semantic attributes, and
P is a finite set of attributed productions satisfying

(a) For X

---+

Win P, Xis a member of V and Wis a subset

of (VUT), perhaps the empty subset;

(b) For each a E AdUAs, D( a) shall denote the set of possible
values of attribute "a";

(c) For each X E VUT, ATR(X) c (Ad U As) denotes the
attribute set defined for "X". ATR(X) is partitioned into
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disjoint subsets, SYN(X) and INH(X), denoting the synthesized and inherited attributes of "X", respectively. Furthermore, SYN(X)nAd contains the geometric attributes:
width(X), height(X) and entry(X) defining the minimum
rectangular region necessary to enclose the display image
of "X".

(d) Let Y(i,O)

-+

duction where

Y(i,1) Y(i,2) ... Y(i,ni) denote the ith proni ~

0. For each j, 0 :::; j :::;

ni,

and aE

ATR(Y(ij)) there is an attribute function

fa(i,j): D(b1) * D(b2)

* ... * D(br)-+ D(a), where:

• if j=O, a E SYN(Y(i,O)) and for each k, 1 ::s; k ::s; r, bk
is a member of SYN(Y(i,m)) for some m, 1 :::; m:::;

ni.

• if j>O, a E INH(Y(i,j)) and for each k, 1:::; k:::; r, bk is a
member of INH(Y(i,m)), 0:::; m < j, or SYN(Y(i,m)),

0:::; m:::;

ni.

(e) For each X E (VU T) and a E SYN(X), there is a value,
default(a), in D(a) that applies when "X" appears at the
frontier of some syntax tree. Furthermore, for the start
symbol, S, default(a) is defined for each a E INH(S).

2.4.5

Connection Graph Grammars

We conclude our survey of graph generating grammars by a review of
connection graph grammars [Bawden 1986]. Connection graph grammars are
intended to serve as an abstract model for parallel computations. The nodes
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of connection graphs are similar to NAPEs of plex structure, except that here
the attaching points are called terminals. Each node has a type and each node
type has a predefined set of terminals. The edges between two nodes connect
exactly two node terminals.
A connection graph grammar is a collection of production rules. Productions of a connection graph grammar describe how to replace a certain kind
of subgraph with a different kind of subgraph. There are loose terminals in
both right-hand side and left-hand side graphs to indicate proper embedding.
Productions in connection graph grammars have exactly two vertices in the
left hand side that are joined by a single connection. The following is an example of a production in connection graph grammar. Left and right subgraphs
are over two types vertices, CONS and TRANSISTOR. Type CONS has three
terminals: UP, CAR and CDR; and type TRANSISTOR has three terminals:
EMITTER, COLLECTOR and BASE.
2

4

~

CDR

(::)--......CAR....,...

rAR
3

Fl
~j

1

When applying the above production, two vertices CONS and TRANSISTOR that are connected by terminals CDR and BASE get replaced by two new
vertices of type CONS that are connected by terminals CDR and CAR. The
terminal shown by "1" in the left-hand side will be reconnected to terminal
CAR of vertex CONS in the right hand-side. The terminal that was connected
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to the EMITTER terminal in the old TRANSISTOR vertex is reconnected to
the UP terminal of the new CONS vertex as shown by loose end numbered 4.
All the numbered terminals get reconnected by the same arguement. So the
productions specify how the terminals that used to be connected to the old
subgraph should be reconnected to the new subgraph and the embedding is
shown by loose end terminals.

CHAPTER 3
A GENERAL FRAMEWORK FOR GRAPHICAL
LANGUAGE SPECIFICATION

In this chapter we will develop a formal framework to specify graphical programming languages and their syntax-directed manipulations. The objective
is to provide a unified mechanism in which the specification of the language
and its manipulations are not treated separately. Using such a unified approach, a language is defined as a dynamic object that, by applying different
editing operations, changes from one form to another.

If one considers the rewrite of the nonterminals of a context-free grammar
as the editing operation expand, then a context-free grammar defines a collection of context-free sentential forms in a similar manner. This is exactly
why syntax-directed editors are so elegant for program entry where the only
editing operation is the expansion of nonterminals. For example, consider the
following PASCAL program fragment:
IF condition
THEN statement
ELSE statement
and assume that, using a syntax-directed editor, we want to expand the first
statement to a while statement. This modification is specified in the definition
of PASCAL with the context-free production
statement -> while...statement
42
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Furthermore, the form of a while statement is defined by the production
while_statement -> WHILE condition DO statement
Consequently, the expansion of the first statement in the above IF-THENELSE construct results in
IF condition
THEN WHILE condition DO
statement
ELSE statement
Modifications such as "if-to-while" are awkward because they are neither considered nor specified in the language definition. Our specification mechanism
will facilitate avoiding such problems by allowing a language to be defined
as one initial object and a collection of editing operations - any object that
can be obtained by applying a sequence of allowed editing operations is then
defined to be in the language.
Another aspect of our specification mechanism is that the set of languages
which can be defined is graphical. We therefore need to carefully define what
is meant by a graphical programming language. Since this dissertation is not
concerned with the design of graphical languages, the view we take is that
a graphical language is a collection of labeled directed graphs. This is not
an unreasonable assumption. Programs that are written using the existing
diagramming techniques are all represented by some type of graph. Among
classes of graphs, the labeled directed ones are the most general structures
in that any class of graphs can be represented as an instance of a labeled
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5
cff

Figure 3.1. Graph Representation of Programs.
directed graph. For example, a directed graph may be viewed as a labeled
directed graph where all labels are the empty string. Figure 3.1 displays a
labeled directed graph that illustrates a program fragment containing the IFTHEN-ELSE construct.
A labeled directed graph consists of a collection of nodes, a collection of
labeled edges and a mapping that assigns labels to the nodes. The nodes
represent programming constructs and the edges represent relationships between them. The node and edge labels essentially represent their types. For
example, a node that is labeled "if...stmt" represents the programing construct
"IF-THEN-ELSE" and an edge that is labeled "cf" represents the control-flow
relationship between the nodes it is connecting.
To be more precise, we formally define the notion of labeled directed graphs.

Definition 3.1 (Labeled Directed Graph)
Let L =< Lv, LE> be an ordered pair where Lv and LE are sets of symbols
called the node label set and the edge label set, respectively. A labeled directed
graph over Lis a 3-tuple, G =< V, E, M >, where:

V C ~ is the finite set of nodes,1
E C V x V x LE is the finite set of labeled directed edges, and
M : V -? Lv is the node labeling map.

Our definition of labeled directed graphs permits different nodes having
identical labels. Multiple edges between pairs of nodes are allowed only if these
edges are labeled with different symbols.the applicability of an editing operation to a given program can be decided in polynomial time. Allowing different
edges between two nodes, however, is a desirable property since two programming constructs may be related by multiple relationships. For example, two
nodes may be related by both parent-child and control-flow relationships.
The picture shown below is a labeled directed graph G =< V, E, M > over
L

= < { stmtJist, stmt, if...stmt, while...stmt,

condition},

{ chi, ch2, ch3, cf, cft, cff} >
where

V

= {l, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,

E

= {(l, 2, chi),

7, 8, 9, 10}

(1, 3, ch2), (2, 4, chi),

(4, 5, chi), (4, 6, ch 2), (4, 7, ch3),
1

The countably infinite set of natural numbers { 1, 2, 3, ... } is denoted ~-
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2

stmt

cf

stmt

5

cff

7

(5, 7, cff), (5, 9, cft), ( 6, 8, ch 1 ),
(7, 3, cf), (8, 9, chi), (8, 10, ch2),
(9, 10, cft), (9, 3, cff), ( 10, 9, cf)}

Mv : 1 -+ stmtJist,
2-+ stmt,
3 -+ stmtJist,
4-+ iLstmt,
5 -+ condition,
6-+ stmt,
7-+ stmt,
8 -+ while..stmt,
9 -+ condition,
10-+ stmt
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The above graph depicts a program fragment that consists of ten nodes.
The nodes represent programming constructs that are assigned to them by the
node labeling map, M. The edge labels represent specific relationships that
exist between two nodes.
Two categories of node relationships are illustrated in this example: parentchild and control-flow relationships. The edge labels ch 1 , ch 2 and ch3 represent
parent-child relationships - node 2 is the first child of node 1 and node 6 is
the second child of node 4. Different control-flow relationships are represented
by the labels, cf, cff and cft. The label, cf, represents an unconditional flow of
control whereas the labels cff and cft represent conditional control-flows that
depend on the result of evaluating a condition. That is, the control flows along
cff or cft edges only if the preceding condition evaluates to FALSE or TRUE,
respectively. In the above example, nodes 7 and 3 (representing a statement
and a statement-list, respectively) are related by an unconditional control-flow
relationship (node 3 will be executed immediately after the execution of node
7). Nodes 5 and 9, on the other hand, are related by a conditional control-flow
\

relationship of type cft (node 9 executes immediately after node 5, if the latter
evaluates to TRUE).
In the remainder of this chapter we will develop a formal framework to
define graphical languages and their syntax-directed editors. Our goal is to
define the graphical languages by specifying how different editing operations
will transform one program to another. Since we view graphical programs
as labeled directed graphs, our specification mechanism is essentially a graph
transformation system that is tailored to our particular application. Each valid
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editing operation is designated by a graph transformation rule that, generally
speaking, specifies when and how the editing function may be applied.
The specification framework provides a uniform specification mechanism
that allows the language definition by specifying a number of (graph) editing
operations that may be applied to programs in the language. Using this specification mechanism, a language designer will define a starting program (the
smallest meaningful program structure) and a set of editing functions. Any
program that can be obtained from the starting program by applying different
editing operations is then defined to be in the language. The specification
mechanism that will be developed in this section will be general in that no
restriction is imposed on the structure of the languages that may be defined
(of course, our underlying restriction is that a graphical program is a labeled
directed graph). This generality, however, will result in language specifications
that are not suitable for efficient implementations. Nevertheless, it will serve
the purpose of illustrating the fundamental components of the desired specification technique and establishing the need for restricting the mechanism to
obtain an efficient implementation.

3.1

Specifying Editing Operations

In the broadest terms, applying a graph editing operation, R, to a given
graph G, transforms G into a new graph G'. A formal specification of such a
graph editing operation, therefore, must consist of a precise description of:
1. the conditions that must be satisfied by G in order for R to be applicable,
and
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2. the node and edge differences between Q. and G'.
Our specification mechanism, therefore, must provide means to specify both
of the above in a uniform manner.
To arrive at a satisfactory specification technique, we consider how the
application of an editing function, R, to a graph, G, transforms it into a new
graph G'. Applying R to G naturally must consist of the following steps:
1. Ensure that R is applicable to G.
2. Obtain G' by modifying G as prescribed in R. Obviously, this modification consists of:
a. deleting a set of nodes from G,

b. deleting a set of edges from G,
c. adding a set of nodes to G,

d. adding a set of edges to G.

For example, consider the IF-THEN-ELSE construct depicted in Figure
3 .1. Assume that a particular editing function that deletes the else part of
the IF-THEN-ELSE and replaces the remaining IF-THEN with a DO-WHILE
construct is applicable. This modification will result in the graph shown in
Figure 3.2. The steps to be taken while performing this modification are as
follows:
a. delete the node labeled if-stmt (node 4) and its third child (node 7) to
obtain
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2

3

stmt

cff

6

5

Figure 3.2. DO-WHILE Construct.

2

stmt

3
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b. delete the edge (6,3,cf) resulting in

2

I

5 condition

I

3

stmt

cft

~

stmt

6

c. Add a new node, i, labeled while-stmt.

2 __
__
stmt

3

lwhi le-stmtl

5

Icondition I

cft

i

-f

stmt

6

d. Add edges, (i,5,chl ), (i,6,ch2), (2,i,chl ), (6,5,cf) and (5,3,cff). This final
step results in the completely transformed graph that is displayed in
Figure 3.2.

3.1.1

Graph Modeling

A graph editing function, except maybe in trivial cases, must be applicable
to a collection of graphs that have "certain" properties. The specification of
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any graph editing function, therefore, must contain an accurate characterization of all the graphs to which the function is applicable. This characterization
effectively divides the collection of the graphs that constitute a graphical language into two partitions. The graphs in one partition satisfy the properties
required by the editing functions and those in the other do not. Clearly, each
partition may contain an infinite number of graphs and therefore cannot be
specified by simply enumerating its members. What we need is an abstraction
tool that can be used to finitely specify a collection of graphs by describing
only their common and relevant structures.
Naturally, any structure that is common to a collection of graphs must be
described in terms of nodes and edges. One simple-minded approach would
be to assume that all of the graphs in the desired collection contain a fixed
subgraph. This way, a collection of graphs can be described by just specifying
their common subgraph - any graph that contains the specified subgraph will
then be in the desired collection. This approach, however, is not satisfactory
for the purpose of defining the applicability conditions of editing functions.
The following example will illustrate why.
Suppose that in a language we want to allow the deletion of a node labeled
"x", only if it has some ancestor labeled "y" such that all the edges on the
path from "y" to "x" are labeled with "cf". The graphs G1 and G2 displayed
below both satisfy the required condition.
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y

G 1:

G2:

cf
cf
X

Unfortunately G 1 and G 2 do not have a common subgraph that captures
the applicability condition described above, and therefore cannot be specified
with our simple-minded approach.
The main reason for the failure of the subgraph specification approach is
that the common subgraph is described in concrete terms, thereby specifying
only one unique structure for the subgraph. We need to be able to describe a
family of subgraphs instead of only one. In order to do this, we have developed
a graph abstraction technique that is called a graph pattern.
A graph pattern is itself a directed labeled graph that describes a family
of graphs over < Lv, LE > by specifying the conditions that each graph in
the family must satisfy. The conditions describe the relevant structure of the
graphs that are being modeled by specifying the nodes and the paths that they
must contain or the paths that should not be present.
Let P be a graph pattern and assume that G is a graph in the family of
graphs that is being modeled with P. Then, each node, v, in P, that is not
labeled with the symbol A (assume that A is a unique symbol not found in

Lv), corresponds to a node, v', in G. The label of v defines the admissible
labels for v' as follows:
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1. if v is labeled with a symbol l E Lv, then the node v' must be labeled
with l;
2. if v is labeled with a symbol of the form ,l, l E Lv, then v' must not be
labeled l;
3. if v is labeled with a symbol that is not a valid node label for G (i.e., it
is not a symbol in Lv ), then vis a don't care node and v' may be labeled
with any arbitrary symbol in Lv.
The edges of P, however, do not directly correspond to the edges in G. They
correspond to its paths. An edge (u, v, l), l

= 1112 ... ln, in P, where

u and

v are not labeled with the symbol ,\, characterizes a path in G that starts

from a node, w 1 , and after passing through a sequence of unspecified nodes,
w 2 ,w3 , ... ,wn,

terminates at a node Wn+1, where w 1 and Wn+l are the nodes of G

that correspond to u and v, respectively. The path between each consecutive
pair of nodes,

Wi

and

Wi+i

in this sequence, is characterized by li as follows:

1. if li is a symbol in LE, then Wi and wi+l must be connected by an edge

that is labeled with li.
2. if li is a symbol of the form 1;, le E LE, then
node reachable from

wi

Wi+i

must be the farthest

by a path consisting only of the edges labeled le.

Alternately, an edge (u, v, l) in P, where v (u) is labeled with the symbol
,\, specifies the condition that G should not have a node u' (v') such that the
path from u' to v' is characterized by l, where u' and v' are the nodes in G
that correspond to u and v, respectively.
Our next definition formally develops the concept of a graph pattern.
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Definition 3.2 (Graph Pattern)
Let L =< Lv, LE> be an ordered pair, where Lv and LE are sets of symbols
and assume that ,\ and , are symbols not present in Lv. Also assume that

L D ( the don't care labels) is a set of symbols such that Lv n L D

= 0.

A graph pattern over L is a labeled directed graph over L' =< L'v, Lk >,
where

L'v = Lv U { ,}.Lv U Ln U {..\};
and

LE= {/il2 ... ln

In

l,li E (LEU {l; I le E LE})}

2:'.'.

The members of Lk are called the path patterns over LE.

Let G =<

Va, Ea, Ma> be a labeled directed graph over L, u, v E Ve and l E Lk. The
path pattern l1 l2... ln in Lk is said to model the path from u to v in G if there
exist edges

(v10, vn, e1), (vn, v12, e1), ... , (v1t1 -1, V1ti, e1),
(v20, V21, e2), (v21, V22, e2), ... , (v2t2 -1, V2t2, e2),

in Ee such that

U

= V10, V = Vntn,

Viti

= V(i+l)O

(

e.g.}

V1t1

= V20,

V2t2

1 :::; i < n, and for each i, 1 :::; i ::; n, either

• li E LE, ei
• li

= e7,

= li

and ti

= 1, or

ei E LE, ti 2:'.'. 0, and, for now E Ve, (viti,w,ei) E Ea.

= V30, ... ),
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A graph pattern over L, P =< Vp, Ep, Mp > is said to model G if there
exists a mapping, h : Vp

-*

Va U { 0}

2

,

called the pattern instantiating map,

such that
1. For every node u E Vp, where Mp(u) =).; h(u) = 0

2. For every node u E Vp, where Mp( u) -=/- \ there exists a corresponding
node, v = h (u), in Va such that one of the following holds:
(a) Mp(u) E Lv and Mp(u) = Ma(v);
(b) Mp(u) E ({,}.Lv), and Mp(u)-=/- Ma(v);
(c) Mp(u) E Lv and Ma(v) E Lv;
3. For every edge (v, u, l) in Ep, where Mp(v) -=/-,\and Mp(u) -=/-.\,there
exists a path between h( v) and h( u) in G that is modeled by l;
4. For every edge (v, u, l) in Ep, where Mp(v) =,\there exists no node v'
in G such that the path between v' and h( u) in G is modeled by l;
5. For every edge (v, u, l) in Ep, where Mp( u) = ,\ there exists no node u'
in G such that the path between h( v) and u' in G is modeled by l.
For example, Figure 3.3 illustrates a graph pattern that describes the collection of all programs that contain an if..statement satisfying the following
conditions:
1. an unexpanded else part - this condition is specified by describing the

fact that every such graph must contain a node labeled "iLstmt" that
2

Observe that 0 is not a node in Va.

2

sl___

stmt

3~tmt
ch1

4
cf

"

*

Figure 3.3. A Graph Pattern.
has as its third child a node labeled "stmt" which in turn does not have
a first child;
2. the flow of execution (cf) from the "then" clause ends in either a branching or an incomplete construct (the unconditional flow of execution ends
in a node that has no out-edge labeled "cf") - this condition is simply described by the edge labeled "cf*" from the second child ("then"
clause) of the node iLstatement to a node that has a "don't care" label.
The graph displayed below
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I

stmt-list

I

~

cf

cff

10

12

cf

13

stmt

14

cff

satisfies the properties prescribed with the pattern in Figure 3.3. The instantiation map for this graph is as follows:

=2
h(2) = 5
h(3) = 6
h(l)

h(5)

= 13

(Observe that the argument of h is a node in the pattern while its value is a
node in the graph that is being modeled.)

In the next section we illustrate how the concept of a graph pattern can
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be used to describe editing functions.

3.1.2

Graph Transformation Rules

In this section we will focus our attention on the graph editing operations
and will develop a technique to completely specify them. A graph editing
operation, R, if applicable to a given graph G, will transform G into a new
graph G'. Clearly, a reasonable specification of R should not employ a procedural technique to describe how G is transformed into G'. Writing such a
specification is nothing but programming, which is exactly what we want to
avoid through our generator system. What we need is a method that allows
the implementor to specify the editing operations in the problem rather than
the solution domain.
So how are graph editing operations viewed by implementors? The implementor views a graph editing function as an abstract operator that if applied
to G would change it to G'. Of course, the implementor has a clear understanding of the structural differences between G and G' in terms of their nodes and
edges. A suitable method for the specification of editing functions, therefore,
must allow the implementor to describe
1. the structure of G, and

2. the structural differences between G and G'.
Both of the above can be conveniently described using a pair of graph patterns,

< P,, Pr >, where P1 describes the structure of G and Pr describes the structure
of G' in terms of its differences with that of G.
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3.1.3

Graph Rewrite Rules

We discussed earlier that, to specify a graph editing operation to transform ·
a graph G to a new graph G', we need to provide
1. the conditions that G must satisfy; and
2. the node and edge differences between G and G'.
Clearly, the conditions to be satisfied by G can be described by a graph
pattern, Pz. This way, if Pz is a pattern for G, then G satisfies the applicability
condition. Similarly, the node and edge differences between G and G' can be
described by providing a graph pattern, Pr, that models G' - the differences
between Pz and Pr will be the differences between G and G'.
We will specify each permitted editing operation as a pair of graph patterns

< Pz, Pr >, that we call a graph transformation rule. Pz specifies the collection
of graphs to which the operation is applicable and Pr specifies the graphs that
are obtained as the result of applying the operation. The nodes of Pz and Pr
can be partitioned into three groups:
• The left pattern nodes are the nodes that belong to Pz but not to Pr.
The nodes of G that correspond to the left pattern nodes will be deleted
by the editing operation.
• The right pattern nodes are those that belong to Pr but not to Pz. The
editing operation will add these nodes to G.
• The boundary nodes are the nodes that are common to both Pz and Pr.
These nodes serve the purpose of identifying G and therefore are not
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affected by the editing operation.
The concept of a graph transformation rule is formally introduced in our
next definition.

Definition 3.3 ( Graph Transformation Rule)
Let P1

==< ½,E1,M1 > and Pr ==< Vr,Er,Mr > be graph patterns over

L ==< Lv, LE>. Let B == ½n¼, be the set of boundary nodes and 1r1 == ½-B,

1rr ==

¼- B be the set of left pattern nodes and right pattern nodes respectively.

The pair < P1, Pr > is said to be a Graph Transformation Rule over L if
1. Mr(u) E Lv , for all u E

7rri

(this means that the label of a right pattern

node cannot be either ,\ or don't care)
2. M1(u)

== Mr(u), for all u EB;

3. for all u E Vr and v E 7r r such that either (u, v, l) E Er or (v, u, l) E Er,
we have that l E LE;
4. for all u, v EB, (u, v, l) E E1 if and only if (u, v, l) E Er;
5. for each u E B, there exists a node, v, in 1r1 such that (u, v, l) E E1 if and
only if there exists a node, v', in 7rr such that (u, v', l) E Er. This means
all edges between boundary and pattern nodes must be preserved.

Definition 3.4 (Graph Transformation)
Let G 1

==< Vi, E 1 , M 1 > and G 2 ==< V2 , E 2 , M 2 > be two directed labeled

graphs over L

==< Lv,LE >. Assume that P1 ==< ½,E1,M1 > is a graph pat-

tern for G 1 with the instantiating map, h1. Similarly, let Pr

==< ¼, Er, Mr >

be a graph pattern for G 2 with the instantiating map, hr, where for all u E B,

h,(u)

=

hr(u). We say that G1 is transformed into G2 (G 2 is obtained from

G1) under the graph transformation ruler: P,
G1

====}

::=

Pr, and we write

r G2, if

2. E2

= (E1 -

{(hz(v), h1(u), l) I (v, u, l) EE, and either u E 7rz or v E 1r1}

U{(hr(v),hr(u),l) I (v,u,l) E Er and either u E 7rr or v E 7rr})
3.

A graph transformation rule is displayed as P1 ::= Pr.
The picture displayed in Figure 3.4 represents a typical graph transformation rule. The nodes that are shown by circles are the boundary nodes and the
rectangular nodes are left pattern and right pattern nodes.
B= {if-stmt, cond, stmt, l},
1r1=

{A} and

'Irr= {

do-while, cond, stmt }.

A graph G that is being transformed by a transformation rule P1 ::= Pr
must contain a subgraph for which P1 is a pattern. Once this subgraph is
found, the pattern nodes of P1 are deleted from G and the pattern nodes of

Pr along with those edges of Pr that connect a node to either another pattern
node or a boundary node are added.
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cff

Figure 3.4. A Graph Transformation Rule.

3.2

Graph Transforination System

A graph transformation rule defines a unique editing operation by specifying how a class of similar graphs are transformed into other graphs. To
define a graphical language we need to specify a collection of graph transformation rules and a starting graph. Any graph that can be obtained from the
starting graph by applying a sequence of editing operations is then defined
to be in the language. A syntax-directed editor, however, performs editing
operations upon a user request. The operations are applied to the program
at the position that is commonly called the cursor position. Therefore, any
framework that facilitates the complete specification of graphical languages
and their syntax-directed editors, should provide facilities to associate cursor
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positions with programs and tie the editing operations to these cursor positions. In this section we will develop the concept of a graph transformation
system that will serve as a tool for fully specifying graphical languages and
their syntax-directed editors.
A syntax-directed editor can be viewed as a device that has an internal
memory and a knowledge base. The memory is structured as a graph and
represents the program that is being edited. The know ledge base contains a
collection of editing functions that capture the language information. There
are two types of editing functions - menu functions and auxiliary functions.
In each step during an editing session, the syntax-directed editor presents
its internal graph along with a list of allowable editing operations to the user.
These editing operations are menu functions that can be applied to a subgraph
of the internal graph that contains the node that is distinguished by the editing
cursor. By selecting one operation, the user instructs the editor to modify the
graph. Subsequently, the editor executes the requested function to modify the
internal graph. Executing one such function may in turn invoke and execute
a number of auxiliary or menu functions.

After performing the requested

modification, the editor displays its new internal graph to the user and the
editing continues.

Observe that, since the menu functions are selected by

the user, there can be no ambiguities in selecting the corresponding graph
transformation rule. However, the automatic selection of auxiliary or menu
functions by the editor is not necessarily deterministic in all cases. In Chapter
5, we will describe how such ambiguities may be detected.
We now define the notion of a graph transformation system that is used to
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specify graphical languages and their syntax-directed editing.

Definition 3.5 (Graph Transformation System)
A Graph Transformation System is a 8-tuple

T =< Lv,LE,Ln,S,F,A,CURSOR,R >
where

• Lv and LE are sets of symbols called the node label set and the edge
label set, respectively,

• Ln is a set of symbols called the don't care node label set,
• S, the starting graph, is a labeled directed graph over < Lv, LE>,
• F C Lv is a collection of distinguished node labels called the menu
function node set,
• A C Lv is a collection of distinguished node labels called auxiliary function node set ,

• CURSOR E Fis a distinguished node label,
• Risa collection of graph transformation rules, where each rule< Pi, Pr >
satisfies the following:
1. Pi and Pr are graph patterns over< Lv,LE >,

2. No node in Pi is labeled with the symbol CURSOR,
3. Pi and Pr each have exactly one node labeled with a symbol in
FUA.
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A graph transformation system defines a graphical language and its syntax
directed editor in an interesting and natural way. It has an internal memory
that is organized as a graph which initially contains the starting graph. Once
a graph is in the internal memory, the graph transformation system repeatedly
applies its transformation rules until no rule can be applied. By definition, no
node in the left-part of any transformation rule is labeled "CURSOR", and
therefore no rule can be applied to any graph that contains the "CURSOR".
The user requests the application of a particular editing function, "E", by
changing the label "CURSOR" to "E", thereby facilitating the application of
a particular editing operation. The language that is described by a graph
transformation system consists of the collection of graphs that can be constructed by the above process. We conclude this section by providing a formal
definition that describes how graph transformation systems define languages.

Definition 3.6 (The Language of a Graph Transformation System)
Let T

=< Lv,LE,Ln,S,F,A,CURSOR,R > be a graph transformation sys-

tem. The language defined by T, denoted G(T), is a collection of labeled
directed graphs where:
l. S is in G(T).

2. Let G be a graph in G(T) that has a node, i, labeled CURSOR. Construct G' from G by replacing the label of node i with a symbol in
F - {CURSOR}. Then any graph that is derived from G' is in G(T), -

a graph G" is derived from G' if:
(a) there exist directed labeled graphs, G 1 , G 2 ,

••. ,

Gn, n 2: 1 such that
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G' = G1 and G" = Gn and for each i, 1

:=::;

i < n, Gi+i is obtained

from Gi under some graph transformation rule

ri

in R;

(b) for no graph transformation rule P1 ::= Pr is it true that P1 is a
pattern for G";
( c) G" contains the menu function name CURSOR.

3.3

Formal Specification of a Petri Net Editor

In this section, we illustrate how a Petri net editor may be specified in our
framework. Recall that Petri nets are simple directed graphs over two types
of nodes, place and transition. Two syntactical rules govern Petri nets:
1. two nodes of the same type cannot be directly connected; and
2. there must exist at least one node of type place.
The complete specification of Petri nets and their syntax-directed editing
as a General Graph Transformation System can be found in APPENDIX A.
In the example below we illustrate only the rules for the editing operation,
delete-place. The other functions are specified similarly.
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place

place

del

del-place
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del-place
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place

: :=

place

In the above specification, the node types "place" and "transition" are labeled place and trans, respectively. The "i" (input) and "0" (output) symbols
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are edge labels such that { (u, v, i)
similarly, {(v, u,O)

Iv

Iu

is a place and v is a transition}, and

is a transition and u is a place}. In other words the

edges that are directed toward trans are labeled i (input), and those that are
directed toward places are labeled O (output).
The following example illustrates how the delete function will apply to a
node in a given Petri net. Generally for deleting a node, we change its edge
labels to "del" one at a time, and check if the nodes at the tail or head of the
"del" edge must also be deleted. We continue this process and make a chain
of nodes that need to be deleted by connecting them together by edges labeled
"del". A node is ready for deletion when it has no incoming or outgoing edges,
or it has only one incoming edge labeled "del".
Note that the isolated node labeled "1", in rule( c), is describing the fact
that after application of this rule the cursor node will be pointing to an arbitrary node in the graph.

EXAMPLE: Consider the following graph depicting a Petri net that has
6 place and 3 transition nodes.

cursor

place4

places

places

Also assume that the user selects placel for deletion. The following graph
is the internal representation of the above Petri net.
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Once the node labeled "del-place" appears in the graph, at least one graph
transformation rule is applicable. Therefore, the editor repeatedly applies the
applicable transformation rules to the graph until a cursor node appears (no
rule is applicable). The following steps might be taken:
1. Apply rule ( a) (changes the edge labeled "i" to "del" and connects node

labeled "del-trans" to transl).

del
. - - - - apply - - 1de1-tran1
►---

2. Apply rule (d) (since transl does not have any incoming edge "i" therefore rule(b) is not applicable here).
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del

del

I

- - - - apply
de 1-p l acel
►

-~-=:;,,.

place4

3. Apply rule (e) to delete the edge between transl and place4 (since place4
has another incoming edge it remains in the graph).

place1

Ide l-tran➔::1----►•
apply

del
trans1

4. Apply rule (f) to delete transl (transl has only one incoming edge "del",
it is ready for deletion).

apply _ __
de 1-p 1ace~----at place 1
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5. Apply rule (a) to change the edge "i" to "del" and also check if trans2
must be deleted.

place1

de

6. Apply rule (b) to delete an edge "del" between placel and trans2 (trans2
has another incoming edge, and therefore it remains in the graph). Notice rule( d) is also applicable here. For now we will ignore this ambiguity.
This issue is discussed in the next section. Graph changes to:

. - - - - apply _ __
del-placel
.., place1

I

7. Now placel is ready for deletion (it does not have any incoming edge(O)
or outgoing edge(i) ); therefore, it gets deleted by applying rule( c) and
the cursor is positioned on some arbitrary node of the graph. For our
purpose we have chosen place2 to be the node pointed to by the cursor.
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Althought in our example we had only one node at the cursor position,
our system allows multiple nodes to be pointed at by the cursor. This
can be used to simulate an arbitrary number of markers, e.g., to allow a
user to select a new cursor position after the delete operation.

8. No rule applies and, therefore, the execution of the delete function is
terminated.
Notice that the editor applies the graph transformation rules repeatedly
without user intervention until a cursor node appears in the right-hand side.
The following is the external representation of the resulting Petri net after the
deletion.
place2

place3

places

place6

apply

· I.cursor l_

place4
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3.4

Shortcomings

In this chapter we have developed a general framework for the specification
of graphical languages and their syntax-directed editing. We have illustrated
how languages and their editors are specified within the framework by specifying the language of Petri nets. In this section we discuss and argue the case
that this framework is too general in that, while facilitating language specification, it does not yield an efficient implementation for the corresponding
syntax-directed editor.
One problem is that, given a graph, G, and a graph pattern, P, there may
exist more than one instantiating map relating the nodes of P to those in G.
Consequently, applying a graph transformation rule to an arbitrary graph does
not, in general, result in a unique graph. For example, consider the graph G
displayed below:

4

f

2

3

and the graph transformation rule ( P1, Pr):

Iv

3
f

1

apply

►I

A

ei
21

2

-

1

I cursor!

appl~

A

X

We can find two mappings, h 1 and h 2 , that instantiate the nodes of P1 on the
nodes of G as follows:

h2

h1
pattern node

graph node

pattern node

graph node

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

3

3

4

3

4

Clearly the structure of G', the graph that 1s obtained from applying

(Pi, Pr) to G, directly depends on the selection of the instantiation map. If h1
is chosen, then G' will have the following structure:

On the other hand, if h 2 is chosen, then G' will have the following structure:
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1

r

21

B

This non-determinism and the related ambiguity resulting for more than one
rule being applicable are not desirable for implementation of language tools
since they lead to situations where the result of applying an editing function
to a graph is not predictable.
The other problem associated with our general framework is that of selecting the editing functions that are applicable to the internal graph. Obviously,
this information must be presented to the user so that he/she may choose the
desired function. An editing function that is represented as a graph transformation rule, < P1, Pr >, is applicable to the internal graph G =< V, E, M >,
if there exists an instantiation of P1 on G. That is, if there exists a mapping,

h, that satisfies the properties of Definition 3.2. Since by Definition 3.5, G and
P1 each have exactly one node with a label in F, then it is guaranteed that

any such h will match these two nodes. Therefore, the editor is constantly
confronted with the following decision problem that we call the rooted pattern
instantiation problem.

INSTANCE: G =< V,E,M >, a labeled directed graph over< Lv,LE >,
where Lv and LE are sets of symbols, P =< Vp, Ep, Mp >, a graph
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pattern over < Lv, LE>, and a pair of nodes, v' EV and v E Vp.

QUESTION: Is P a rooted pattern for G, i.e., does there exist a mapping,
h, from Vp to V such that h( v)

= v'

and h is the instantiation map of

P for G?
In the remainder of this section we show that the rooted pattern instantiation problem is NP-Complete [Cook 1971, Karp 1972] and thereby establish
a major shortcoming of the general graph transformation systems.

Theorem 3.1 (The Rooted Pattern Instantiation Is NP-Complete)
Clearly, this problem is in NP. A nondeterministic algorithm can simply guess
a mapping and check in polynomial time (in terms of the number of edges of
the graph) whether or not this mapping satisfies the properties required by
Definition 3.2.
We transform the clique problem [Garey, Johnson 1979] that is known to
be NP-Complete to the rooted pattern instantiation problem.

CLIQUE PROBLEM
INSTANCE: A graph G =< V, E > and a positive integer I<

:s;I VI.

QUESTION: Does G contain a clique of size I< or more. That is, is there
a subset

Vi

~ V such that

I ½. I~

I< and every two vertices in V1 are

joined by an edge in E.
Assume that TI is an instance of the clique problem. The following is an
example of a clique problem, where I<

= 3.
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Clique of size 3.

G:
4

5

We will construct a directed labeled graph G1 and a graph pattern Pi such
that Pi is a pattern for G1 if and only if G contains a clique of size K or more.
First we construct G' from G. Let "a" and "b" be two arbitrary symbols.
Let G' =< V', E', M' > (V' is the finite set of nodes, E' is the finite set of
directed labeled edges and M' is the node labeling map) be a directed labeled
graph, where
• IV' l=I VI;

• E' = {(v1, v2, b), (v 2 , v1, b) I for all v1, v2 such that (v1, v2) EE};
• M'(v)=a,forallvEV'.
Also let P = (Vp, Ep, Mp) be a graph pattern, where
• I Vp I= K;

• Mp(v) = a, for all v E Vp.
Clearly, G' is a directed labeled graph representing G, and P is a complete
directed labeled graph of size K. Moreover, the node and edge labels in G
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and P are all identical, and therefore the fact that these graphs are labeled
is irrelevant. The following continues our example with graph G' and graph
pattern P that is constructed from the graph G and clique of size 3 that we
introduced earlier.

P:

I

G:

Now construct G 1 =<

Vi, E1, M1 > where

• ½

= V' U { v }, where vis a new node not found in V';

• E1

= E' U {(v,u,b) I for

• M 1 ( u)

= a for

all u E

Similarly construct P1
• VPi
• EPi

all u EV'};

Vi.

= (Vp

1,

EPi, Mp1 ) where

= Vp U {u}, where u is
=

a new node not found in Vp;

Ep U {( u, u')}, where u' is an arbitrary node in Vp such that

u' =/= u;
• Mp1 ( u')

= a, for

all u' E VPi.

G 1 and Pi in our example are as follows:
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u

Now assume that II' is the instance of the rooted pattern instantiation
problem that is formed by G 1 , v, Pi and u. Clearly, the sizes of II and II' are
polynomially related. We show that II has a "yes" answer if and only if II' has
a "yes" answer.
First suppose that II' has a "yes" answer. That is, there exists an instantiation map, h, from Vp1 such that h( u) = v. This implies that the graph G'
contains P as a subgraph. Since P is a complete graph of size K, we conclude that G has a clique of size K. Conversely, assume that II' has a "no"
answer. Therefore, for no instantiation map, h, do we have that h( u)

= v.

This implies that P is not a subgraph of G'. For otherwise, there must exist
a mapping h' from Vp to V and h is obtained by adding { (v, u)} to h'. That
is, h

=

h' U {(v, u)}.

The above shows a solution to II' is also a solution to II, and any polynomial time algorithm that can solve arbitrary instances of the rooted pattern
instantiation problem can also solve arbitrary instances of the clique problem. But the clique problem is known to be NP-Complete. We thus conclude
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that the rooted pattern instantiation problem is also NP-Complete, and hence
not tractable by any known algorithm. Here, the term "tractable" refers to
algorithms that can be computed in polynomial time using only a fixed, predetermined number of processors.

CHAPTER 4
A DETERMINISTIC FRAMEWORK FOR
GRAPHICAL LANGUAGE SPECIFICATION

In the previous chapter, we developed the notion of general graph transformation systems and showed how they can be used to specify graphical
languages and their syntax-directed editings. Unfortunately, we also established that general graph transformation systems allow ambiguous specifications. Moreover, we showed that the problem of deciding whether or not a general graph transformation rule is applicable to a given graph is NP-Complete.
Consequently, we determined that the general graph transformation systems
are not suitable for implementation.
The purpose of this chapter is to develop a special form of graph transformation systems that does not suffer the shortcomings of the general graph
transformation systems. We will show that, by slightly restricting the forms
of the graph transformation rules, we can guarantee that for a given graph, G,
and a graph pattern, P,
1. there is at most one instantiation map that satisfies the rooted pattern
instantiation problem; and
2. the rooted pattern instantiation problem can be solved in polynomial
time.
The main reason why the rooted pattern instantiation problem for the
general graph transformation systems is NP-Complete is that, in a general
82
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labeled directed graph, it is possible for multiple edges having identical labels
to leave a given node. As a result, there is no known algorithm to calculate the
rooted instantiation map of an arbitrary graph pattern, P, for a given graph

G, without visiting some nodes many times. For example, consider the graph

8

G:

cursor
2

3

b
5

4
C

7

6

and the pattern

5

P:

I cursor I

F

4

where X is a "don't care" node label. Let A be the algorithm that calculates

h, the instantiation of P on G that is rooted at the nodes 5 of P and 8 of

G. Clearly, h(5)

= 8.

Also, there is only one edge labeled "f" that leaves the
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node 8 in G, and therefore A can immediately establish that h(l)

= 1.

Now A

must establish a mapping for node 2 of P. But this node has a generic "don't
care" label and therefore can be matched with either node 2 or node 3 in G.

It appears that A has no choice except to arbitrarily select one matching and
later backtrack to pursue the other possibility, if no proper mappings can be
found. This is exactly the situation that must be avoided. We therefore restrict
our attention to the graphical languages in which programs are represented as
deterministic labeled directed graphs.
A deterministic labeled directed graph, formally defined below, is a connected labeled directed graph in which no node is connected to more than one
node using the same edge label. (Note, we do not require strong connectivity.
That is, we only require that the underlying undirected graph be connected.
See [Hillman, Alexanderson, Grassl 1987) for more details concerning properties of graphs.)

Definition 4.1 (Deterministic Labeled Directed Graph)
Let G =< V, E, M > be a labeled directed graph over L =< Lv, LE >. G
is said to be deterministic if and only if it is connected and for all u, v, v' in

V, l E LE, such that there are edges, (u,v,l) and (u,v',l) in E, we have that
V

=V

1

•

In the remainder of this chapter, we introduce a class of graph transformation system that defines deterministic graphical languages.
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4.1

Deterministic Graph Transformation Systems

The deterministic graph transformation systems are obtained from general
graph transformation systems by the requirement that every graph transformation rule be deterministic. The concepts of a deterministic graph transformation rule and a deterministic graph transformation system are defined
below.

Definition 4.2 (Deterministic Graph Transformation Rule)
Let r: Pi::= Pr be a graph transformation rule where Pi=<

Vz, Ei, Mi>

and

Pr =< Vr, Er, Mr > are graph patterns over L =< Lv, LE >. Let a be an
arbitrary node in

½. r is said to be

deterministic at the starting point a, if the

following conditions hold:
1. for each pair of edges (u, v, l) and (u, v', l) in Ei or Er it follows that
V

= v';

2. for each pair of edges ( u, v, 11 ) and (u, v, 12 ) in Ei or Er it follows that

li

and 12 do not have the same nonempty prefix;
3. every node u E

Vz

is reachable from a.

In a deterministic graph transformation system, we extend the effects of apllying a rule, by requiring the automatic deletion of all nodes and edges that are
not connected to the function node.

Definition 4.3 (Deterministic Graph Transformation System)
A graph transformation system T
said to be deterministic if

=< Lv,LE,Ln,S,F,A,CURSOR,R > is
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1. S is a deterministic labeled directed graph; and

2. every graph transformation rule in R = {rlr : P1 ::=Pr} is deterministic
at its starting point o:, where o: is a node that is labeled with a symbol
in F.
An important property of the deterministic graph transformation systems
is that they define only the deterministic graphs. Our next theorem establishes
this result.
Theorem 4.1 Let T be a deterministic graph transformation system and assume that G is a labeled directed graph in the language defined by T. Then,

G is a deterministic labeled directed graph.
Proof. Since G is a graph defined by T, then by Definition 3.6 there exists
a sequence of graphs G1, G2 , •.. , Gn, n 2: 1, such that S = G1, Gn = G and
Gi+l

is derived from Gi, 1 ~ i ~ n. We prove by an induction on n that G is

deterministic.

Basis: n = l. If n = l, then S = G1 = Gn = G and by Definition 4.2, S=G
is deterministic.
Inductive Step: Assume that for all k, 1 ~ k < n, Gk is a deterministic graph and consider the derivation Gk

=}

Gk+l· We show that Gk+l is

also deterministic. By Definition 3.6, there exist directed labeled graphs G~,

G;, ... ,G~, where G~ = Gk, G~ = Gk+I, and for each i, 1 ~ i < m, Gi+l is
obtained from Gi under some graph transformation rule ri ER. Now suppose
for the sake of contradiction that for some i, 1 ~ i < m, Gi is deterministic
but Gi+I is not. If no such i may be found, then G~ = Gk+l is deterministic
and the result is established.
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Let i be the smallest value satisfying the above criteria.

Gi =< ¼, Ei, Mi >,

Gi+i

Further, let

=< Yi+i, Ei+i, Mi+i > and ri : P1 ::= Pr. Since

we have assumed that G~+l is not deterministic, then either G~+l is not connected or there must exist at least 2 edges (u, vi, l) and (u, v2 , l) in Ei+i, where
vi =/= v 2 • We can quickly dismiss the case of a disconnected graph since our
definition requires that all dissconnected components be deleted. Considering
the possibility of two identically labeled edges, it is obvious that at most one
of (u, vi, l) and (u, v2 , l) may belong to Ei; otherwise, G~ is not deterministic
- a contradiction. We therefore consider three cases.
1. ( u , Vi , l)

r/. Ei

and (u, V2, l)

r/. Ei

For this case, Pr must contain edges (u', v~, l) and (u', v;, l) where hr( u')

=

u, hr( vD = Vi and hr( v;) = v2 • Therefore, ri is not deterministic and we
have a contradiction for the assumption that T is a deterministic graph
transformation system.
2. ( u , vi, l) E Ei and ( u, v2, l)

r/. Ei

In this case, there must exist u' E B such that h1( u')

=

hr( u')

= u.

Moreover there must exist edges (u', v~, l) in P1 and (u', v;, l) in Pr such
that h1(vD

=

vi and hr( v;)

= v2 •

But from Definition 3.4 we have

that applying ri will result in the deletion of the edge (u, vi, l). Hence

(u, Vi, l)
3. ( u, vi, l)

f/. Ei+l
r/. Ei

and Gi+l is deterministic.

and ( u, v 2 , l) E Ei

This case can be established with an argument similar to that provided
for case 2.
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Another equally important property of the deterministic graph transformation systems is the fact that there is always at most one instantiation map that
satisfies the rooted pattern instantiation problem. This result is established
in our next theorem and its corollaries.
Theorem 4.2 Let r : Pz

::= Pr be a graph transformation rule over L =<

Lv, LE > that is deterministic at some node a. Assume that G =< V, E, M >
is a deterministic labeled directed graph over L. Further assume that P1 is a
pat tern for G with the instantiation map, h, and let (u, v, l) be an edge in P1•
Then, there exists a unique path in G that starts from h( u) and is characterized
by l.
Proof. Assume for the sake of contradiction that l

least two paths in G that start from h( u)

= u'.

= 11 12 .•• ln characterizes at

Then, it follows from Definition

3.2 that the edges in the first path are of the form
( V10 , Vn,
( V20,

e1), (Vn, V12, e1), ... ( V1t1-l, V1t1, e1),

V21, e2), ( V21, V22, e2), · · · (V2t2- 1, V2t2, e2),
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and the edges in the second path are of the form
(v~ 0 , v~i, e1), (v~ 1 , v~ 2 , et), ... (v~t'-t, v~t', e1),
1

1

(v; 0 , v;1, e2), (v; 1, v; 2, e2), ... (v;t, _1, v;t,, e2),
2
2

where

V10

= v~ 0 = u' = h( u ),

Vit,

= V(i+i)o,

v~t:

= v(i+i)o,

1 ~ i < n, and for

each i, 1 _::; i ::; n either

Now we prove that the above two paths are not distinct. First, we establish
that if Vio
have that
1::;

i::;

= v:0 , for
Vij = v:j·

some i, 1 ::; i ~ n, then for all O ~ j ~ MIN(ti, tD, we
Assume for the sake of contradiction that there exist i,

= v:0 , where for some O < j ~ MIN(ti,t~), Vij =J v:j
< j, Vik = v:k- Now consider the edges (r, Vij, ei) and

n, such that Vio

and for all O ::; k

(r, v~j, ei), where r

= Vi(j-l) = v;(j-t)·

Obviously, if Vij =/- v:j, then G contains

two edges (r, Vij, ei) and (r, v:j, ei), and therefore G is not deterministic. Hence,
we have a contradiction and Vij

= v:i.

Now we show that for all i, 1 ::; i ~ n, ti

=(

Again for the sake

of contradiction assume that there is an i, 1 ~ i ~ n such that ti =/- t~.
Let, without loss of generality, ti ::; t~. Then, there is an edge (r, v:(t,+1)' ei),
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where r

= Vit, = v;t,.

But, by definition we have that for no s is it true that

(Vit,, s, ei) E E and therefore we have arrived at a contradiction. Hence, ti
Conseqently, it follows that Vit,

= t~.

= v:t', 1 :s; i :s; n.
I

Considering the fact that V10
and v:ti

= v(i+i)o,

= v~ 0 and for each i, 1 :s; i < n, Viti = V(i+i)o

we conclude that the above paths are not distinct.

Corollary 1 Let r : P1 ::= Pr be a deterministic graph transformation rule.
Assume that P1 is a pattern for a deterministic graph, G, with the instantiating
map, h. If (u, v, l) is an edge in P1 and h(u)

v'

= h( v)

= u', then there is a unique node

such that the path from u' to v' in G is characterized by l.

Corollary 2 Let r : P1 ::= Pr be a deterministic graph transformation rule at
some starting node a. Assume that P1 is a pattern for a deterministic graph,
G, with the instantiating map, h. If there is a unique node a' in G such that

h (a)

= a',

then h is uniquely defined.

Proof. Assume for the sake of contradiction that h is not uniquely defined
and let U denote the set of all nodes in

Vi

for which the value of h is not

unique. Clearly, since r is deterministic at the starting point a, P1 contains a
path from a to every node ui in U. Let u be a node in

·u with the shortest

distance from a. Such a node must exist - otherwise U is empty and h is
unique. Moreover, the last edge on this shortest path must be of the form
( s, u, l), where the value of h( s) is unique. If not, s E U, and u is not the

node in U with the shortest distance from a. It then follows from Corollary
1 that h( u) is also unique. Hence u (j. U and we have a contradiction to the
assumption that u E U. Thus, U

= 0 and his unique.
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The above theorem and its corollaries establish one of our major goals by
showing that the instantiation of a deterministic graph transformation rule on
a deterministic graph is always unique.

In order to apply a graph rewrite rule r : P1 ::= Pr to a graph G, the
instantiation map of r for G must be determined. Once this mapping is found,
the rule can be applied to G according to Definition 3.4. We conclude this
section by presenting algorithms that calculate the instantiation map of an
input pattern for a given graph.
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Algorithm 4.1 (Path Pattern Instantiation)
INPUT: P =< Vp, Ep, Mp>, a deterministic graph pattern;

G =< V, E, M >, an arbitrary deterministic directed labeled graph;

(u, v, l) E Ep and u' EV, where h(u) = u'.
OUTPUT: If V contains a node v' such that the path between u' and v' is
modeled by l, then return v' else return 0.
METHOD: (*This method finds the instantiation map for one path*)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

let l = l1l2 ... ln, n
p :=

~

1;

u';

for i := 1 to n do
begin
if li E LE
then begin (* This part finds instantiation map for edge
li E LE *)
if there is q E V such that (p, q, li) EE;
then set p = q;
else return(0);
end
else begin (*This part finds instantiation map for edge li =
and checks if there is a cycle an error is reported. *)
let li = z;;
VISITED:={p}
while there exists p' E V such that (p, p', le) E E do
begin
if p' E VISITED
then return(0);
else begin
VISITED:= VISITEDU{p'}
P := p'
end
end
end
end;
return(p)

z;
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Lemma 4.1 Algorithm 4.1 is correct.

Proof. Let Vo

= u' and for each i,

u" E V

1 ~ i ~ n, define

the path from u' to u" is modeled by the path pattern

l1l2 ... li
Vo
the path pattern l1l2 ... li does not model any path in G

0

that starts from u'
Let P 8 (i) and Pe(i), 1 ~ i ~ n denote the value of the variable, p, at the
beginning (line 4) and at the end (line 24) of the i th iteration of the do loop
starting at line 3, respectively.
We first show that, if P 8 (i)

= Vi-I,

1 ~ i ~ n, then either Pe(i)

= Vi

or

l = l1l2 .. .ln does not model any path in G that starts from u' and Algorithm
4.1 returns zero. To this end, assume P 8 (i)

= Vi-I

for some i, 1 ~ i ~ n.

Clearly, if li E LE, then by Definition 3.2, for [1 12 ••• ln to be the pattern for a
path in G starting from v 0
( Vi-1, Vi,
Vi.

If no

=

u', there must exist a node

Vi

E V such that

li) E E. Obviously, the if statement at line 5 attempts to find such
Vi

is found then, by Definition 3.2, 11 12 ..• ln is not a path pattern for

G and consequently, zero is returned. Otherwise,

Vi

is assigned to p and the

execution is continued at line 24. Hence, if li E LE, we have that P e(i)
Now consider the case where li
3.2,

vi

is the farthest node from

the path from

vi-I

to

vi

= z;,

vi-I

= Vi·

le E LE. In this case, by Definition

such that the labels of the edges along

are all le. The loop starting at line 15, advances P

along the path consisting of edges that are labeled le. The loop terminates
when the last node on this path is reached and the execution continues at line
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24 with P e(i)

= vi.

Moreover, the algorithm stores the nodes along this path

in the set, VISITED, and returns zero if a node in VISITED is reached for a
second time. This technique detects the existence of a cycle which means the
farthest node from

Vi-1

along the path with edge labels consisting only of le is

not defined.
Observing that Ps(l)

= Vo = u',

a simple induction on i establishes the

correctness of the algorithm.
Lemma 4.2 Algorithm 4.1 terminates in O(n xe) steps, where e is the number

of edges in G and n is the length of the selected path l
Proof. Let l

= l1l2... ln

in Ea such that u'

= l1l2... ln.

model a path

= v10 •

Clearly, for each i, 1 ~ i ~ n, such that ti

= 1,

Algorithm 4.1 executes

lines 6-9. Also, for each i, 1 ~ i ~ n, such that ti > l (li

= z;), Algorithm 4.1

executes lines 11-23, where the loop starting at line 13 is executed ti times.
Hence, each iteration of the loop at line 3 takes O(ti) steps and consequently,
the algorithm terminates in O(E~:r(ti))=O(m) steps, where mis the length
of the longest path in G that is modeled by l

= l1 l2-•.ln.

Note that O(m) is
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itself bounded by O(n x e). This is due to the fact that each li can match at
most all edges in the graph G and hence L~:;(ti) ::; n x e.

Algorithm 4.2 (Finding Graph Pattern Instantiation Map)
INPUT: L

P

=< Lv, LE>, where Lv, LE are sets of symbols;

= < Vp, Ep, Mp

>, a graph pattern over L that is deterministic

at the starting point u;

G= < V, E, M >, an arbitrary deterministic directed labeled graph
over L;

u' EV, where h(u)

= u'.

OUTPUT: If Pis a pattern for some subgraph of G, then the instantiating map

IM= {(t, t') It E Vp, t' EV where h(t)

= t'}

else ERROR.

(Note: if an instantiating map is returned, then it contains one pair (t, t')
for each t E Vp. That is, we obtain a correspondence to every segment of the
graph pattern.)
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METHOD:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

23.
24.
25.
26.

W:={ ( u, u')} (*u is the function node in the graph pattern and
u' is its instantiation in G *)
IM:=0
while W-:/= 0 do
begin
let (p, q) EW;
W:=W-{(p, q)};
IM:=IMU{ (p, q)} (* q is the instantiation of p in G *)
for each (p, r, l)E Ep do
begin (* this part finds the instantiation map for r *)
let s be a node in G such that the path between q and
sin G is modeled by l (calculated by Algorithm 4.1);

ifs-:/= 0
then begin (* this part checks the legality of the node.*)
if Mp(r) == A
then return ERROR;
if Mp(r) E Lv and Mp(r)-:/= Mp(s)
then return ERROR;
if Mp(r) E ,.Lv and Mp(r) == Mp(s)
then return ERROR;
end
else if Mp(r) -:/= A
then return ERROR;
if (r,s) 1IM
then W:==WU{r,s}
end
end;
return (IM);
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Lemma 4.3 Algorithm 4.2 correctly calculates the instantiation map of the

input pattern, P, for the input graph, G, in O(k x e) steps, where k is the
number of edges in P and

e

is the number of edges in G.

Proof. The correctness of Algorithm 4.2 is a direct consequence of Defini-

tion 3.2, Theorem 4.2 and Lemma 4.1. We therefore need only to prove that
Algorithm 4.2 terminates in 0( k x e) steps.
First, we observe that a pair (r, s) is added to W at most once. This is
true since a pair (p, q) that is deleted from W is immediately added to IM and

(r, s) is added to W only if it does not belong to IM (lines 23-24). Moreover,
since P and G are both deterministic, by Corollary 2, for each node p E Vp,

= h(p). Hence, the while loop
IVP I times and in each iteration,

there is at most one node, q E V such that q
that starts at line 3 of the algorithm iterates

selecting the pair (p, q) , the loop starting at line 8 repeats out(p) times, where
out(p) denotes the number of edges that leave the node pin the pattern P.
Consequently, lines 10-22 execute

EpEVp

out(p)

=j

times, where there are j

patterns in P. Considering the fact that by Lemma 4.1, the number of steps
taken by Algorithm 4.1 (called at line 10) is proportional to ( ni
ni

X

e) where

is the length of the selected path in P, and e is the number of edges in G,

we conclude that Algorithm 4.2 terminates after 0(j x n x e) steps, where n
is the maximum of n/s. Since j x n is of order k, the number of edges in P,
we have that Algorithm 4.2 takes time bounded by 0( k

X

e).
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4.2

Formal Specification of D-chart Editor

A D-chart [Hwang 1982] is a control fl.ow diagram that is based on structured graphs. D-charts show a program view by connecting different control
fl.ow constructs such as sequence, condition, case and repetition.
The complete formal specification of the language of D-charts and its
syntax-directed editor as a deterministic graph transformation system can be
found in Appendix B. Here, we discuss the following rules from our specification of D-charts.

C

.. -

d

~
be
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The nodes that are shown by circles are the boundary nodes and the rectangular nodes are left pattern and right pattern nodes. The application of both
rules delete a "do loop". The first rule is applicable if the lexit node of the
do construct is not expanded (it is related to no node (-X) by an edge labeled
ch 1 .) The second rule is applicable if the lexit node is expanded.
The application of the first rule deletes the entire do loop in one operation.
The boundary nodes 1, 2, 4 and 5 in the left and right hand sides are connected
to the internal graph by edges that are not shown in the rule. Notice the
difference between the two rules; the node labeled "lexit" in rule 1 is not
expanded but in rule 2 it is. In rule 1 the do loop is deleted by removing
the subgraph rooted at the node labeled "itr". However, in rule 2, after the
deletion of the subgragh rooted at the node labeled "itr", the subgraph rooted
at the node labeled "lexit" is connected to appropriate nodes in the rest of
the graph. Note, there is an auxiliary function labeled "dellex" in the right
hand side of rule 2. The purpose of "dellex" is to replace nodes labeled "lexit"
by nodes labeled "body" or "Lbody". It is important to recognize that the
subgraph

is an abstract specification of any subgraph rooted at the node labeled "lexit"
and having a node labeled "lexit" as the farthest node reachable from root
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( "lexit") by a path consisting of the edges labeled "ch2".
The complete specifications of expand, insert, delete and move functions
have been defined for D-chart languages in Appendix B.

CHAPTER 5
A GRAPHICAL SYNTAX-DIRECTED EDITOR
GENERATOR SYSTEM

This chapter presents the overall architecture of a graphical syntax-directed
editor generator system.

The generator system automatically produces a

graphical syntax-directed editor from specifications. At each step during an
editing session, the generated editor displays a view of the program being
edited along with the list of editing functions that are applicable to the program at the cursor position. Figure 5.1.a depicts a typical editor display. The
program in the language SIMPLE specified in Figure 5.2 is displayed in the
Work Area with the node at the cursor position being highlighted. The editing operations that are applicable to the program at the cursor position are
displayed in the area labeled MENU. The user selects (picks) one operation
from the menu that is then applied to the program resulting in its modification. The new program and the list of applicable operations are displayed to
the user and so on. Figure 5.1.b displays the program that will be obtained if
option 2 is selected in Figure 5.1.a.
The editor is specified as a deterministic graph transformation system along
with a set of display and semantic routines that will be used to present the
program and the transformation rules to the user. Figures 5.2 and 5.3 describe
a deterministic graph transformation system defining a very simple language
that we will call "SIMPLE".

In addition to the required graph transformation system, the specification
101
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Figure 5.1. Editing a Graphical Program.
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T= < Lv,LE,S,F,A,CURSOR,R >

Lv

= { start, stmt, end, comp, cond, begin, exit, exp-comp, exp-cond, delete,
mv-down, mv-up, cursor }

LE = { cf ( control flow), bcf (backward control flow), cft (control flow true),
cff (control flow false), apply }

§]

cr+foc~
apply

cf

cf

t
F= { exp-comp, exp-cond, delete, mv-down, mv-up, cursor }

CURSOR= cursor
R= Figure 5.3

Figure 5.2. The Specification of the Graphical Language SIMPLE.
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Figure 5.3. Graph Transformation Rules of the Language SIMPLE.
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of the editor must contain the following information:
• For each graph transformation rule, a routine that displays an image
that will represent the rule in the MENU.
• For each node type, a routine that accepts as input the origin, height and
width (referred to as the geometric attributes of the node) of a rectangle
region of the screen, and displays an image representing the node in the
designated region.
• For each node type, a routine that calculates the geometric attributes of
the node in terms of those of its neighboring nodes.
• For each edge type, a routine that, using the attributes of the nodes being
connected by the edge, displays an image representing the underlying
edge.
• A routine that evaluates the geometric attributes of the nodes of the
graph by calling their attribute evaluation routines in some language
specific order.
• A routine that displays the corresponding images in the WORK AREA
and the MENU by calling the appropriate display routines.
The syntax-directed editor consists of four components: the rule base, the
graph, the supervisor and the user interface. The rule base is the collection
of graph transformation rules and the graph is a collection of nodes and edges
that together form the internal graph of the underlying graph transformation
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system. The supervisor maintains a view of the internal graph and the applicable editing functions in a display buffer and provides a collection of methods
(such as apply rule, store the graph into a file, etc.) that can be invoked by
the user interface upon a user's requests. The user interface displays the information maintained in the supervisor's display buffer to the user, accepts the
user's requests and invokes appropriate supervisor methods. The user interface is included for completeness and will be discussed only in general terms.
A production generator system must have a sophisticated generator subsystem
that can generate custom made user interfaces from appropriate specifications.
The design of this subsystem falls outside the scope of this dissertation. Figure 5.4 illustrates the general structure of our graphical syntax-directed editor
generator system.
The structure of the editor and its generator system fits well into the objectoriented philosophy of design and implementation [Goldberg 1984, Cox 1986].
The object-oriented techniques promote the notions of encapsulation, abstraction and locality in an interesting way. An object is a structured piece of memory that contains private data and a collection of messages to which the object
can respond. Objects respond to messages by executing their corresponding
methods (procedures.) The structure of an object and the information regarding how to perform different tasks is local to the object and not known to the
outside world. The private data and the methods of an object are defined by
the class to which the object belongs. Classes can be organized into a hierarchy - each class in the hierarchy "inherits" all the properties of its parent class
while adding its own specific information. The classes themselves are objects
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Figure 5.4. The Overall View of the Graphical Syntax-Directed Editor.
of a special predefined class called the "Object". An object-oriented program
is a collection of objects that perform specific tasks as a result of receiving
messages.

In an object-oriented implementation of our graphical editor, the rules in
the rule base, the nodes and the edges of the graph, the supervisor, and the
user interface are all objects that are described by their classes. The generator system is just a collection of partially defined editor classes (language
dependent aspects are not known a priori and must be extracted from the
specification) along with a single object that we call the generator. The generator extracts the language information from the input specification and adds
it to the editor's class descriptions at the appropriate predefined positions.
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Figure 5.5. The Class Hierarchy.
Once the editor class descriptions are completed according to the language,
the editor is produced by creating all of its objects. Figure 5.5 shows the class
hierarchy of the system.
In the remainder of this chapter we will specify, in general terms, the classes
of the editor and its generator system.

5.1

Graph Classes

The graph component of the system is a collection of objects that constitute
the internal graph of the transformation system. Each object either represents
a node or an edge of the internal graph. The instance variables of node objects
contain information such as their neighboring nodes, outgoing edges and a
number of attributes provide geometric information. The geometric attributes
include values for the height and the width of the rectangle area within which
the node will be displayed along with the coordinates of this rectangle. The
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methods for node objects consist of general routines that are common to all
nodes and specific routines that are applicable to specific classes of nodes. The
common behavior of all nodes is described by the class NODE.
CLASS: NODE
LOCAL DATA:
(a) neighbors
This is a list that contains the node's outgoing edges along with their
target nodes. If v is the node that is being represented by some object in
this class, then for each edge (v, u, e), "neighbors" contains a pair (u', e')
where u' and e' are the objects that represent u and e, respectively.
(b) attributes
The values of geometric attributes of the object are stored in "attributes"
as a triple ( h, w, o) where h, w and o, respectively, represent the height,
width and the origin of the rectangle area within which the node object
may be displayed.
METHODS:
(a) addNeighbor: n

edge:e

This method adds the pair (n, e) to the list of the object's neighbors.
(b) deleteNeighbor: n

edge:e

The pair (n, e) is deleted from the list of node's neighbors.
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(c) returnAttributes
The triple ( h, w, o) contained in the local data item "attributes" is returned to the caller.
(d) getN eighbors
The list of neighbors is returned to the caller.
(e) getN eighborsEdge:e
The list of neighbors that have relation "e" with the node is returned to
the caller.
The class NODE is an abstract class that has no objects. It only defines
the structure of the information that is common to all nodes. Each specific
node class (i.e., block, if-statement, etc.) shares this information through inheritance while adding its own specific information. Node specific information
includes a method to display the node and a method to calculate the value
of the geometric attributes. Both of these methods must be supplied by the
implementor.
For each node label, lv E Lv, the class lv describing all objects of the type

lv (the nodes that have the label lv) is defined below:
CLASS: lv
SUPER CLASS: NODE
LOCAL DATA:

None

METHODS:
(a) display
This method, using the geometric attributes of the node, displays an
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image that represents the node.
(b) evaluateAttributes
The geometric attributes of the node are evaluated and assigned to "attributes". If the new value of "attributes" is different from its old value

'

then TRUE is returned; otherwise, FALSE is returned. This method is
called by the supervisor every time the internal graph is changed. For example, the following is the evaluate attribute routine for the node "stmt"
in the example specified in Figures 5.1.a and 5.1.b. Here, we assume that
the width and the height of the node are always constants. In general,
however, the value for these attributes may depend on the attributes of
the node's neighbors.
EvaluateAttributestmt
begin
Let T be a node where (T,bcf) E stmt.neighbors;
send message "getAttribute" to T,
T returns its geometric attributes:
T.Height, T.width, T.X-Origin and T.Y-Origin;
stmt.X-Origin
stmt.Y-Origin

= T.X-Origin + T.Width/2 - stmt.width/2;
= T.Y-Origin - lengthOfEdge - stmt.Height;

(*lengthOfEdge is a constant number*)
end;
The edges of the graph are modeled by objects that belong to different
edge classes. The information that is common to all edges is described by the
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class EDGE.
CLASS: EDGE
LOCAL DATA:
(a) head
The object (a specific node) at the head of the edge being represented.
(b) tail
The object at the tail of the edge.
METHODS:

None

Similar to the class NODE, the class EDGE is also an abstract class that
has no objects. Specific edge classes inherit from this class and add their
own information that consists of only a display routine that is supplied by the
implementor.
For each edge label le E LE, the class le is defined as follows:
CLASS: le
SUPER CLASS: EDGE
LOCAL DATA:

None

METHODS:
(a) display
This method, using the geometric attributes of the head and tail nodes,
displays an image representing the edge.
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5.2

Rule Base Classes

The rule base contains the collection of objects that model the transformation rules of the graph transformation system. The information common
to all rules is characterized by the class RULE.
CLASS: RULE
LOCAL DATA:
(a) lhs
lhs holds the left hand side pattern of the graph transformation rule. the
structure of lhs is displayed below:

'l

node label

list of neighbors

lv

{(j, le) I (i,j, le) is an edge in the left pattern}

type

the entry i of lhs contains information about the ith node in the left
hand side of the rule. The label of the node i is stored in the label field.
For each edge, (i,j, le), the list of neighbors at position i contains a pair

(j, le). The type field describes the type of the node that may be one of
the functions, generic, ., or label. For example, the following is the lhs
table of rule 1 in Figure 5.3.
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node label

list of neighbors

type

1

exp.comp

(3,apply)

function

2

1

(3,cf)

generic

3

stmt

(l,bcf),( 4,cf)

label

4

2

(3,bcf)

generic

(b) rhs
rhs holds the right hand side pattern of the graph transformation rule.
The structure of rhs is sirrular to that of lhs.
(c) lhsFunctionN ode
lhsFunctionN ode is the index of the lhs table entry that holds the label
and information about the unique node in the lhs that is a function node.
(d) rhsFunctionOrCursorNode
rhsFunctionNode is the index of the rhs table entry that holds the label
and information about the unique node in the rhs that is either a function
or a cursor node.
METHODS:
(a) is Applicable: cursor Or Function
This method uses Algorithm 4.2 to return the instantiation map of the
lhs pattern for the internal graph. (This is to predict whether or not
the editing operation represented by the rule is applicable to the graph.)

If the function node in the graph is a cursor node, the above would be
obtained by replacing the internal graph's cursor node by the rule's lhs
function node.
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(b) apply h
Using the instantiation map, h, this method applies the transformation
rule to the internal graph and returns the node object that represents
the rhsFunctionOrCursor node along with the list of nodes whose list
of neighbors are modified (Definition 3.6). The following are the steps
taken to apply h:
(a) find the "boundary nodes" by intersecting the nodes in the lhs and
rhs;
(b) find the left "pattern nodes" by subtracting "boundary" nodes from
all nodes in the lhs graph;
(c) find the right "pattern nodes" by subtracting "boundary" nodes
from all nodes in the rhs graph;
(d) delete left pattern nodes and their corresponding edges from the
internal graph;
(e) add all right pattern nodes and their corresponding edges to the
internal graph;
(f) delete all nodes and edges that are not connected to the function
node.
(c) addLhsNode: nodeLabel type:tp
A node with type, tp, and the label nodeLabel is entered into the lhs
table. The index of this newly added node in the table lhs is returned.
(d) addLhsEdge: i

tail: t

pathPattern: 1

The pair (t,l) is added to the list of neighbors of the i

th

entry of the lhs
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table.
(e) addRhsN ode: nodeLabel type:tp
Similar to addLhsN ode except that this method adds a node to the rhs
table.

(f) addRhsEdge: i

tail: t

pathPattern: 1

Similar to addLhsEdge except that this method adds an edge to the rhs
table.
Specific rule objects in addition to the above information have their private display routines. Each rule's display routine creates an image that represents the underlying graph transformation rule in the MENU. This method
is supplied by the implementor. The display routines of rules are used by the
supervisor to present the visual display of applicable editing options to the
user.
For each graph transformation rule, r E R, the class r is defined as follows:
CLASS: r
SUPER CLASS: RULE
LOCAL DATA:

None

METHODS:
(a) display
This method, provided by the implementor, displays an image that represents the editing function being implemented by the rule. The displayed image will be presented to the user in the editing menu and can
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be selected to invoke the rule. Since the rules that represent auxiliary
functions cannot be selected by the user, the implementor must provide
a dummy display routine that produces no image. This in effect prevents
the user from selecting an auxiliary function.

5.3

Supervisor Class

The supervisor is essentially the driver of the editor that provides the user
interface with a view of the graph and the applicable editing operations. In
response to an editing request from the user interface, it invokes an appropriate
transformation rule to modify the graph. After each graph modification, the
supervisor restores the "attributes" of all affected nodes by sending them the
message "evaluateAttributes." There is one supervisor object in the system.
CLASS: SUPERVISOR
LOCAL DATA:
(a) ruleBase
An array containing the object identifiers of the rule objects.
(b) cursor Or Function
The object identifier of the node object in the internal graph that is at
the function position.
(c) applicableRules
This is an array. The·entry i of applicableRules contains the instantiation
map of the graph transformation rule at position i of ruleBase for the
internal graph.
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( d) display Buffer
This buffer contains a view of the internal graph and its applicable editing
functions.

METHODS:
(a) receive rules
This method accepts the array of rules containing the object identifiers
of all the transformation rules and assigns it to the ruleBase.
(b) start Graph

s

This method initializes the internal graph to s (the structure of s is similar to the lhs table except that there is no type column) and assigns the
cursor node of the internal graph to "cursor" and invokes its getApplicableRules and display methods. The following table depicts the form
of s for our specification:
node label

list of neighbors

1

start

(2,cf)

2

stmt

(1,bcf),(3,cf)

3

end

(2,bcf)

4

cursor

(2,apply)

( c) get A pplicableRules
By sending the message isApplicable to each rule in the rule base, this
method assigns the instantiation map of all graph transformation rules
on the internal graph to "applicableRules".
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(d) store outFile
This method stores the internal graph in the file "outFile".
(e) retrieve inpFile
This method initializes the internal graph with the graph that is stored
in "inpFile" and assigns the cursor node of the internal graph to "cursor"
and invokes its getApplicableRules and display methods.
(f) display
This method displays a view of the internal graph along with the list of
applicable rules (applicableRules) in the display Buffer. This method is
supplied by the implementor.
(g) apply r
This method transforms the internal graph to the graph that is derived
from (Definition 3.6) the application of the rule stored at position r of
the "ruleBase." Upon the completion of the graph transformation (when
there is a cursor node in the internal graph), the message "evaluateAllAttributes changed" is sent to self, where "changed" is the list of all
nodes that are changed as the result of the transformation (returned by
the corresponding rules apply method).
(h) evaluateAllAttributes changed
Evaluates the new attributes for the nodes of the graph. This method is
supplied by the implementor.
The following is evaluateAllAttributes for the language SIMPLE. This
method starts at the node with the highest y coordinate ( Origin.y) and
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evaluates the attributes of all nodes that are reachable with "cf" or "cft"
edges.
evaluateAllAttributes W (* Wis the set of changed nodes *)
begin
let Z := the node with the highest Origin.yin the set W;
send message "getneighborsEdge:cf" to Z,

Z returns (M, E); (*M is the neighbor and Eis the edge
labeled cf *)
N:=M;

while N

f- 0 do

begin
send message "evaluateAttributes" to N;
send message "getneighborsEdge:cf" to N,
N returns (A, E); (* A is the neighbor and Eis the edge

labeled cf *)
if A:=

0

then send message "getneighborsEdge:cft" to N,
N returns (A, E); (* A is the neighbor and Eis

the edge labeled cft *)
N:=A;

end;
end;
(i) returnDisplayBuffer
This method returns the display Buffer.
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5.4

User Interface

Since the design of the user interface is not a part of this dissertation, we
only describe its role in general terms. The user interface, at each step during an editing session, gets the display buffer of the supervisor by sending it
the message returnDisplay Buffer and presents it to the user in an appropriate manner. It then accepts the user's requests and invokes a corresponding
method of the supervisor such as apply r, store OutFile, etc.

5.5

Generator Syste1n

The generator system is a class consisting only of a single method that
reads, as input, a graph transformation system and produces, as output,
a collection of class descriptions that will form the corresponding graphical
syntax-directed editor.
CLASS: Generator
LOCAL DATA:
(a) generalN odeClass
(b) gen er alEdgeClass
(c) generalRuleClass
(d) user InterfaceClass
(e) supervisorClass
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The instance variables, generalNodeClass, generalEdgeClass, generalRuleClass
and userlnterfaceClass are constants that are initialized to the complete description of the classes NODE, EDGE, RULE and userlnterface, respectively.
The supervisorClass contains the SUPERVISOR class description without its
display method.
METHODS:
(a) createEdi tor
"createEditor" reads a graph transformation system augmented with the
required display and attribute evaluation routines and, after ensuring
that the specifications are complete, creates the editor as follows:
(a) Let T =< Lv,LE,Ln,S,F,A,CURSOR,R > be the input graph
transformation rule system;
(b) Check if all rules are deterministic. If not, return error;
(c) Check if there are duplicate rules. If so, return error;
(d) For each lv E Lv, let D1" be the "display routine" of lv;
(e) Create the classes described by instance variables generalNodeClass, generalEdgeClass, generalRuleClass and generaluserlnterface;
(f) Create the SUPERVISOR class by adding Da, the display routine
for G's internal graph and applicable rules, to the class described
by supervisorClass;
(g) Create a supervisor object by sending the class Supervisor the message new;
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(h) Create a user interface object by sending the class userlnterface the
message new;
(i) For each lv E Lv create the class lv;

(j) For each le E LE create the class le;
(k) For each r E R create the class r;

(1) For each rule class created in the previous steps, create an object
in that class by sending it the message new. Let f be the list of
all rules that are created. Send the supervisor object the message
receive f;
(m) Store S in the table, s, wheres is structured as described in Section
5.3. Send the supervisor object the message "startGraph s";
(n) Transfer control to the user interface.

5.6

Putting the Generator Together

The graphical editor generator system described in this chapter accepts
as input the specification of a graphical editor and produces as output, the
required graphical syntax-directed editor. The generated editor is an objectoriented software program whose components are described by classes. Each
class consists of two parts: language specific and language independent. The
generator system contains the specification of the language independent parts
of the editor classes. It also contains an object that is capable of
(a) ensuring that the input graph transformation system is deterministic;
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(b) extracting language dependent pieces of information from the specification and inserting them into appropriate places within the partial description of editor classes, thereby completing the specification of the
editor classes; and
(c) warning the user if there is any potential ambiguity

1

in the rules that

implement either auxiliary functions or menu functions that appear in
the right-hand side of the some rule. These rules must be automatically
selected by the editor and if more than one such rule is applicable to the
internal graph during an editing session, then the editor would not know
which rule to select.
Once the classes of the editor are fully specified, the objects of the editor are
created. These objects include, the supervisor, the user interface and editing
rules. The object supervisor is in charge of
(a) providing the user interface with a view of the internal graph along with
a view of the applicable editing operations; and
(b) accepting the user requests from the user interface and invoking appropriate graph transformation rules to implement the requested operation.
The syntax-directed editor generated from a graph transformation system,
in each step during an editing session, presents the list of allowable editing
operations to the user. This is done by running Algorithm 4.2 for each rule.
1 Two

rules are potentially ambiguous if there exists at least one graph (that is not

necessarily a member of the language) to which both of the rules are applicable. Section 5.7
discusses this property in more detail.
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Each time, the input to the algorithm is a rule and the internal graph G. The
overall cost for constructing the list of applicable rules is therefore O(number
of rules x cost of Algorithm 4.2). Since the number of rules remains a constant
as does the number of edges in each rule, we can conclude that the cost of this
check is bounded by O(e), where e is the number of edges in the current graph

G. Unfortunately, the constant for this check can be quite large. Its reduction
is one possible future direction for our research.

5.7

Ambiguity Detection

Up to this point we have expected you to accept on faith the fact that
the generator system can check specification to see if it contains potential
ambiguities.

Clearly, any reasonable system needs to warn its users if the

specification has this possibly undesirable property. We conclude this chapter with a description and analysis of a fast procedure for carrying out this
ambiguity check.
Algorithm 5.1 detects the potential ambiguities of any given pair of rules,
r1

and

r2

in O(k1 x k2 ), where k1 and k2 are the number of edges in

r1

and

r2,

respectively. This bound and the correctness of the algorithm can be proven
with an argument similar to that provided for Algorithm 4.2.
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Algorithm 5.1 (Finding Potential Ambiguity)
INPUT: L ==< Lv, LE>, where Lv and LE are sets of symbols;

A ==< ½, E1, M1 >, a graph pattern over L that is deterministic at the starting point F1 ;

A ==< Vi, E2, M2 >, a graph pattern over L that is deterministic at the starting point F2 ;
OUTPUT: The algorithm returns TRUE if there exists no graph G over
< Lv, LE > such that P1 and

A

are patterns for G at the same

starting point. Otherwise, the algorithm returns FALSE.

NOTE: A pair of nodes u 1 E ½ and u 2 E ½ are not label-compatible if and
only if:
(a) either M 1(u 1) ==,\and M2(u2)-/= -\;
(b) M1 (u1) == ,lv and M2( u2) == lv, lv E Lv;
(c) M 1(u 1), M 2(u2) E Lv and M1(u1)-/= M2(u2).
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METHOD:
1.

if (F1 and F2 are not label-compatible)
then return(TRUE);
W:={(F1 , F2)}; (* F1 and F2 are function nodes in the graph patterns
A and P2 respectively.*)
4.
Matched:=0 ;
5. while W# 0 do
6. begin
7.
let (p , q) EW ;
8.
W :=W-{(p, q)} ;
9.
Matched:=MatchedU{ (p, q)};
10.
for each le E LE do
11.
begin
12.
if (there are edges (p, r, l) E E1 and (q, s, l) E E2
such that either l = le or l = 1;)
13.
then begin
14.
if ( r and s are not label-compatible)
15.
then return(TRUE)
16.
else if ((r, s) not in Matched)
17.
then W=WU{(r, s)};
18.
end
19.
else if (there are edges (p, r, le) E E1 and (q, s, 1;) E E2)
20.
then begin (* P 1 has a le edge label and P2 has a
edge label.*)
21.
let r' E E 1 be the farthest node from p along a path
consisting of edges that are labeled le.
(* r' may be the same as r *)
22.
if ( there is an edge ( r', r", 1;) E E1)
23.
then if ( r" and s are not label-compatible)
24.
then return(TRUE)
25.
else if ( r", s) not in Matched
26.
then W=WU{(r", s)};
27.
end;
28.
else if (there are edges (p,r,l;) E E1 and (q,s,le) E E2)
29.
then begin (* Same analysis as above, except A has a
1; edge label. *)
let s' E E 2 be the farthest node from q along a path
30.
consisting of edges that are labeled le.
(* s' may be the same as s *)
31.
if ( there is an edge ( s', s", l;) E E2)
32.
then if ( s" and r are not label-compatible)
33.
then return(TRUE)
34.
else if (r, s") not in Matched
35.
then W=WU{(r, s")};
36.
end;
37.
end;
38. end;
39.return(FALSE);

2.
3.

r;
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All potential ambiguities are detected by using Algorithm 5.1 to compare
each rule with the rest of the unchecked rules. That is, we compare the first
rule of the specification with the remaining (n-1) rules, the second rule with
(n-2) rules and so on. Obviously, this can be done in

I:7:/ Lj=i

O(ki x kj)

steps, where ki is the length of rule i and kj is the length of rule j. Clearly,
the worst case arises when

I:r:::} Lj=i

( ki

X

kj) is maximized. We now show

that this upper bound is reached when all k/s are equal.

Problem: Given I< 2:: 0 what sequence of n numbers k1 , k2 , ••• kn, where each

kj > 0 and Lj=l kj = I<, maximizes the value of M =

I:f:::-l Lj=i( ki

x kj ).

Claim: Mis maximized when each kj = I</n.
Proof. Consider
2M

= Li=:1 Lj=l (ki X kj) - Li=l k;
= Li=l (ki Lj=l kj) - Li=l k;
= I< Li=l ki - Li=l k;.

Clearly, M is maximized if and only if 2M is maximized. But 2M is maximized
when Li=l k; is minimized. We therefore show that Li=l k; is minimized when
all ki

= I</n.

Let us assume otherwise. Then there must be at least one kt > I</ n and

ks< I</n. Now arrange a new sequence of n numbers k~, k;, ... k~ as follows:

k~

= kt -

e,

k~ =ks+ e,
k:

= ki, i # s, t,
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where O < e

< Min(lkt - K/nl, lks - K/nj).

But,
~n
L.-i =l

k2i -

~n
L.-i=l

kt},i -- k2t

+ k2

s -

kt},t

-

k'2s

= k; + k; - (kt - e)2 -

= 2e(kt - ks) 2:: 4e 2

-

2e 2

(

ks

+ e)2

2e 2

= 2e 2 >

0. ( Since kt - ks 2:: 2e)

and thus our original choice does not minimize the sum. Hence, to maximize
Meach ki should be equal to]{ /n.
Thus ,

}:f==-/ I:J=i O(ki X kj) ~}:f;/ Lj=i O(S/n x S/n)
= }:f;/ Lj=i

O(S 2 /n 2 )
< 0( n 2 x S 2/n 2) = O(S 2),

where S is the size of the specification and n is the number of rules in the
specification.

CHAPTER 6
SOME UNDECIDABILITY RESULTS

In the preceding two chapters we have demonstrated fast algorithms which
deal with a variety of problems concerning deterministic graph transformation
systems. This might mislead our readers into thinking that all problems have
fast algorithmic solutions. The reality of this situation is quite the contrary.

6.1

The Termination Proble1n

Clearly, to be of practical use, a graphical editor must complete each of its
editing operations in a predictable, hopefully short, amount of time. Certain
operations, such as moving the cursor from one node to an adjacent one,
should be doable in a small constant time interval. Others that restructure
arbitrary portions of the program graph might be expected to take time that
is proportional to the size of the graph that is being edited.
An important question that arises in the analysis of a graph transformation
system Tis whether or not there is some graph G which causes T to run forever,
when carrying out one of its editing operations. Obviously, we would like to
warn a user if such a situation could occur. Unfortunately, no algorithm exists
to perform this analysis, even when the transformation system is deterministic
and has no potential ambiguity. Details of the proof of this undecidability
result were first shown by Hughes in (Hughes, Arefi, Workman 1988]. A sketch
of that proof follows.
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Our proof is based on a simulation of Tag systems [Post 1943]. A Tag
system Mis defined by a triple (''E,D,f), where 'E, ={a 1 , .. ,an} is a finite
alphabet, D is a positive non-zero integer, and

f

is a function which maps 'E,

into elements of :E*. Given a word W over :E*, M transforms W into a new
word based upon the following scheme.
(a) if

IWI < D then Wis left unchanged and Mis said to have halted;

(b) if

IWI

2:: D and

W = aXY,

where a E :E and

IXI = D -

l, then Wis

transformed to the word Y f (a). Intuitively, the first letter of W is used
to determine a word that is appended onto W, after the first D letters
of W have been deleted.

M then transforms W's successor Y f (a) into a new word, and so on, until a
word of length less than D is finally produced. Viewed this way, we can think
of a Tag system as a computing device, with its initial word being input, and
its final word being output.
Tag systems have been carefully studied since Post first introduced them.
In particular, they have been shown to be as powerful as Turing machines
[Minsky 1961, Hughes 1973]. This power means, among other things, that
there is no algorithm to decide of an arbitrary tag system M and an arbitrary
word W whether or not M will ever halt when started on W.
The following is an example of a tag system:

M

= (:E, D, f)
• :E

where:

= {a,b},

• D=2,
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• f : :E

~

:E* is defined by the productions

a ~ baa

W

=

abbaa is the input word.

====> baa baa (the first ab gets deleted and by rule 1 a baa is appended)
====> abaa
====> aabaa
====> baabaa
Notice that we have a cycle since the last output word is the same as first
output word. As a result of the cycle, this Tag system will never terminate
when it started on the word abbaa.
Now consider the class of graphs having the following properties:
(a) Each graph is connected.
(b) There is at most one arc exiting any node.
(c) There is at most one arc entering any node.
(d) The first node is labeled CURSOR.
(e) Each other node is labeled with a letter from the alphabet :E.
(f) There are no labels on the arcs.
This class of graphs describes a family of singly linked lists. With our
labeling convention, there is a natural relationship to strings over the alphabet
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:E. For instance, the string "abbab" over {a, b}is represented by
CURSOR

We can simulate the operations of a Tag system, starting on the word

b1 b2 ... bk by a Deterministic Graph Transformation System
T

=< Lv,LE,Ln,S,F,A,CURSOR,R >,

where

Lv

= {CURSOR,TAG,LEFT}

U { RIGHTala E

:E}

LE= {}
Ln

= {dl, d2, ... , dn} (*

s=
F

~

set of don't care nodes *)

... -+[iliJ

= {CURSOR,TAG}

A= {LEFT}
CURSOR

u {RIGHTala

E :E}

= CURSOR

and R is the following set of rules, based upon a user selecting the one menu
choice called TAG.
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(a) If there are less than D characters remaining, change the node name
back to CURSOR. Note there are D of these rules, one for each k,

0

~ k

< D.

(b) If there are precisely D characters remaining and the first character is a
then replace by graph that represents the word

f (a).

f(a)

( c) Delete the first D characters, remembering the first one. Note there is
one of these rules for each symbol in the alphabet ~ (for each a E ~).

D¥=J

~

GJ-+~- ', ....@ii}+@::= ®

( d) Shuttle right to the end of the word.
For each a E ~.

(e) When the end is detected, add /(a), where a was the character found at
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the start of the word.

~
@~
f(a)

(f) Shuttle back to the start of this new word.

wp
~
(g) Change left shuttle node name to TAG, when start of word is found.
This last step continues the simulation.

This will simulate a Tag system, completing the editing operation just in
case the Tag system halts. The consequence of this simple construction is the
fact that no algorithm can ever be produced to analyze arbitrary deterministic
graph transformation systems in order to determine the halting properties
associated with their editing operations.
The above is both encouraging and discouraging. It clearly shows us that
our systems are powerful enough to handle any class of formal languages.
Unfortunately, this power comes with a major deficit, that of introducing
undecidable problems.

This undecidability is quite pervasive and includes

such problems as determining membership in a language and of deciding if two
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graph transformation systems are equivalent. A natural direction for follow-on
research is the further subsetting of these systems in order to define a more
manageable subclass.

CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS

This chapter summarizes the results reported in this dissertation and suggests future research directions.

7.1

Summary

This research aimed at the development of a unified framework for the
specification of graphical programming languages and their syntax-directed
editors. We targeted graphical languages that can be represented as directed
labeled graphs. We developed the concept of general graph transformation
systems and showed how they can be used to define graphical programming
languages and their syntax-directed editors. Specifically, we presented a graph
transformation system defining the language of Petri nets.
Unfortunately, the general graph transformation systems were shown to
suffer two major drawbacks. First, they allow ambiguous language specifications. Second, the problem of deciding whether or not a general graph transformation rule is applicable to a given graph is NP-complete. Consequently,
we developed the concept of deterministic graph transformation systems. We
established that the languages defined by graph transformation systems are
deterministic and presented a polynomial (of order k x e, where k is the length
of the pattern and

e

is the number of edges in the graph) time algorithm to
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calculate the instantiation map of an arbitrary graph pattern for a given deterministic graph. Moreover, we presented a linear time algorithm (0(

e )),

that is used to calculate all rules that are applicable to any given deterministic
graph. We showed that the detection of ambiguities in graph transformation
systems is a decidable problem and discussed how ambiguous rules may be
found. Furthermore, Hughes [Hughes, Arefi, Workman 1988] established the
fact that the problem of deciding whether or not a graph transformation system is terminating (whether or not the application of a graph transformation
rule on a given graph terminates) is unsolvable. The language of D-charts
and its syntax-directed editor was specified by a deterministic graph transformation system. Although in our examples we always had only one node
at the cursor position, the specification technique allows multiple nodes to be
pointed at by the cursor. This can be used to simulate an arbitrary number
of markers, e.g., for a block move editing operation.
The novel aspect of our specification technique is that the graphical programming languages are described by specifying a family of editing operations.
This way, a language is defined as a dynamic object that, by applying different
editing operations, changes from one form to another.
Finally, we presented the overall architecture of a graphical syntax-directed
editing system and showed how such editing systems for different languages
may be generated automatically from specifications in the forms of deterministic graph transformation systems.
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7.2

Future Direction of the Research

Our research established a framework for the specification of graphical
programming languages. Although we showed that this framework is powerful
enough to define large and complex languages such as the language of D-charts
and yields efficient implementations, there remain a number of interesting
and important problems that deserve further investigations. We conclude by
enumerating some of them.
(a) The most important extension to this work is implementing a prototype
of the generator system discussed in Chapter 5. The prototype will serve
the purpose of evaluating and refining the design of the generator system. Additionally, the availability of such a tool will facilitate the rapid
implementation of experimental graphical programming languages. This
in turn may lead to great improvements in our specification technique.
(b) This research mainly concentrated on the syntax-directed editing of
graphical programming languages. The specification framework must
be extended to provide facilities to specify other aspects of graphical
languages such as their execution, debugging, animation, etc.
( c) Finally, a number of theoretical questions concerning the deterministic
graph transformation systems remain open.
(a) Is there a useful subclass of deterministic graph transformation systems for which the termination problem is decidable?
(b) The polynomial time algorithms that were presented for the deterministic graph transformation systems have large constants. Is
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there a subclass of deterministic graph transformation systems that
yields more efficient algorithms? Such a class, of course, should not
drastically restrict the class of languages that might be defined.

APPENDIX A
FORMAL SPECIFICATION OF A PETRI NET
EDITOR
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Formal Specification of a Petri Net
Editor Using General Graph
Transformation System

T

= < Lv,LE,S,F,A,CURSOR,R >

Lv

=

(* node labels *)
{ place, trans, expand, Addtrans, Addplace-i-edge, Addplace-O-edge,
Add-i-edge, Add-O-edge, move, del-place, del-trans, del-i-edge, del-Oedge, A,cursor }

LE

=

(*edge labels *)
{ i, (* input edge *)
0, (* output edge *)
del, (* delete edge *)
apply }

LD = (* labels of don't care nodes *)
{ 1,2,3,4 }

S

=

(* start graph *)

curso
apply

petri

F = (* Menu functions *)
{ expand, Addtrans, Addplace-i-edge, Addplace-O-edge, Add-i-edge, AddO-edge, move, del-place, del-trans, del-i-edge, del-O-edge }
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A

=

(* Auxiliary functions *)

{ }
CURSOR

=

(* the label of the CURSOR*)

cursor
R

=

(* graph transformation rules *)(next pages)
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The graph transformation rules for expanding starting node "petri" and
adding nodes "place" and "transition" with edges "i" or "O" to the graph.

~
I I

ply

1:

pet ri

..
. .-

place

AddTrans
apply

apply

2:

place

I

. ·.

place

AddPlace
i-ed e
apply

. ·.

3:

4:

trans

. ·.

~

place
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The graph transformation rules for adding edges "i" or "O" to the graph:

ap7; , .

-'··~

5:

.. ..

place

~

IAdd-i-edge I
apply

6:

place

I

7:

place

trans

.. -I ..

Add-0-

8:

trans

I

trans
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The graph transformation rules for deleting edges "i" or "O" from the
graph:

place ~

9:

~

.. -

~del

10 :

i✓

0

~~
0"1
~
del-0-edge

.. =

1 1:

12 :

trans

.. =

apply
del
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The graph transformation rule for moving cursor from one node to an arbitrary node:

13 :

G

G
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The graph transformation rules for deleting nodes "place" and "transition"
from the graph:

ap ply

e

14:

..

del-trans

place

del

►

I· del

►

del-place

apply
15:

place

apply

.. =

~

place

I
del-trans
apply

0

16 :

trans

.. =
place

del

trans

A
de 1-trans

del-place
apply

apply
del

17 :

trans

.. =

l~I

ctJ
del-trans
apply

: :=

18 :

A

place

19 :

cursor

I

Qply

21:

22:

23:
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del-place

del-trans
app y

apply

trans ~-de_l--1

24 :

trans

I

del-trans
25 :

place

0

26:

trans

27:

.. --

place

del-trans
__.1i:...---,

28:

0

trans ~

~G~

0

place

APPENDIX B
FORMAL SPECIFICATION OF A D-CHART
EDITOR
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Formal Specification of a D-chart Editor
Using Deterministic Graph
Transformation System

T = < Lv,LE,S,F,CURSOR,R >
Lv = (* node labels *)
{ dchart, entry, exit, body, comp, abs, block, itr, lexit, Do, start, Lbody,
repeat, cond, break, sel, cases, last, join, case, test, else, expand,expcomp, exp-abs, exp-block, exp-itr, exp-cond, delete, del-lex, ch-body, chLbody, ins-comp, insabs, ins-block, ins-cond, ins-itr, ins-break, ins-test,
mv-down, mv-up, mv-left, mv-right, .X, cursor}

LE = (* edge labels *)
{p, (* parent *)
chl, (* first child *)
ch2, (* second child *)
ch3, (* third child *)
ch4, (* fourth child *)
ch5, (* fifth child *)
cf, (* control flow *)
cff, (* control flow false *)
cft, (* control flow true *)
cfe, (* control flow exit *)
apply}

Ln = (* labels of don't care nodes *)
{ 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 }
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S= (* start graph *)
curso
apply

dchart

F= (* Menu functions *)
{ exp, exp-comp, exp-abs, exp-block, exp-itr, exp-cond, delete, dellex,
ch-body, ch-Lbody, ins-comp, insabs, ins-block, ins-cond, ins-itr, msbreak, ins-test, mv-down, mv-up, mv-left, mv-right, cursor}

A= (* Auxiliary functions *)
{ dellex, ch-body, ch-Lbody }

CURSOR= (* the label of the CURSOR *) cursor
R= (* graph transformation rules *)(next pages)
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The graph transformation rules for expand operation:

exp
apply

.. =

dchart

1:

curso

Iexp-comp I
i apply
2:

~
bcf

bcf

I exp-abst I
iapply
3:

~~0

~

exp-block
apply

4:

~
bcf

bcf
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exp-itr
apply

5:

~
+apply
6:

r.\~t:::'\
~
ocf
bcf

exp-cond
apply

7:

cf

cf

ocf

bcf

.. =

exp-comp
apply

.. =
8:
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exp-abst
apply
9:

exp-block
apply
10:

exp-; tr
apply
11:

exp-cond
apply
12:
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exp-break
apply

13 :

exp-comp
apply

14:

exp-abst
apply

15 :

exp-block
apply

16:

158

exp-break
apply
17 :

exp-itr
apply

.. =
18 :

exp-cond
apply
19 ::

apply
20:

1

d
bcf

Lex1·t

2
bcf

''
•• --
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a

~ / : " ' \ ::=

21 : ~

22 :

cf Lexit
2
1 bcf
bcf

..· • --

~
~

+appl;

~~/:"'\

.. =

2 3 :~
bcf
f
be

24:

.. =
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26 :

27 :

.. =

~

_,, +appl;

/":""\~/:'"\

28:~

.. =
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The graph transformation rules for delete operation:

cf

~
..=
t
bcf

ch~45

app 1Y

G5

~

ch2

appl

~
bcf tapply
~

ch~

~G)
32:

.. = -

··

-bcf

lpply

lcurso1
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C

-

cf

··~
bcf
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The auxiliary functions that the user cannot pick them. The application
of these rules will replace a node with another. For example, rule 35 replaces
the "lexit" node by "body".

¥1Y~

lexit~
h2

35 :

.. =

1

cf

cf
2

ply---

lchbodyl

36 :
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ply---

!cursorf

.. -

37 :

~ply~

lexit~
h2

38 :

1
cf

cf
2

39:

ch1

G)

0

40 :
ch

G)

0
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The remaining graph transformation rules for delete operation:

I

e

=

166

45 :

.. -..

46 :

.. -..
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The graph transformation rules for insert operation:

ins-comp

47:

ins-abst

48 :

ins-block

49:

ins-cond

50:

168

.. =

ins-comp

52 :

I

ins-block

53:

ins-abst

54 :

I

-

169

ins-comp

.... --

55:

ins-abst

56 :

ins-block

57 :

ins-cond

58

.. =

170

59 :

ins-break

60:

cfe

ins-test
apply

61 :

171

62:

63:

64:

•I=

172

.. =

67 :

.. =

173

.. =

69 :

70:

.. =

.. =

174

.. -

71:

72:

bcf

73:

■•

=

175

74 :

.. =

.. =

76:

.. =

176

77 :

78 :

I I=

.. =

.. =
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ins-break

apply

80 :

bcf

81 :

cfe© .·=

82:

bcf
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The graph transformation rules for cursor movement operation:

mv-down

83 :

G)

84:

~ply

~

85 :

~ply

~

86 :

mv-right
apply

87:

G)
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